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ABSTRACT
In the initial part of this essay, the author

attempts to summarize major nobjectsu of international understanding.
First, in its broadest sense international understanding might be
taken to mean an understanding of the world system. Second, it is
useful to view the schools as being able to make three primary
contributions to students' understanding of this world system--an
understanding of: the earth as a planet; mankind as a species of
life; and the global social system as one level of human social
organization. Third, a summary is offered of what there is about the
planet, species, and international social system that educators and
social scientists feel should be emphasized. The concept of
international understanding also points toward certain qualities,
characteristics, cr capacities to be developed in individuals
(referred to as "dimensions,' of international understanding). In the
second portion of the essay, the author attempts to deal with the
question of what distinguishes the internationally competent citizen.
After suggesting that individuals cccupy six major kinds of roles in
relation to the world system, an attempt is made to specify for each
role the major characteristics that distinguish the internationally
competent citizen. Finally, a summary of the essay is presented in
the form of a typology, which sets forth major contributions that the
K-12 curricu1um should seek to make to students' international
understanding. (Author/JLB)
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INTRODUCTION

The concern of this essay is summarized in the question that
forms its title. Or to put the issue a bit differently, what ought
we consider to be the primary objective of the X-12 curriculum in
respect to international education?

Traditionally, we have answered this question in a general
way by saying that the schools Should count amonv their major
educational cfoals tha development of students' international or
world understanding. What does this mean? When as teachers ot
the develoDers of curriculum wa are instructed to promote students'
international understandinrr, what are ve being asked to do?

Unfortunately, we have never been entirely clear alliut this.
While countless curriculum guides and a rather massive volume of
commentary on school curriculum refer to education for inter-
national understanding and note the importance of sudh education
given the likely shape of the world that today's students will
inherit from their elders, rarely do ye snecify with any conceptual
precision hat it is that e have in mind by "international
understanding." Indeed a review of the literature on education
for international understanding reveals a mod deal of ambicmity,
uncertainty, and conflict about the nature of suth education.(1)

4S`
That ue Should suffer the absence of a clear and precise

conception of the objectives that schools Should sedk to realize
in their reaching about world affairs is regretable, but it is also

* This paper is based on ideas develoned in a Foreign Policy
Association study, "Objectives. Needs, and Priorities in Inter-
national Education." This study vies supported by the U.S.
Office of Education. The 7.uthor mas the coordinator of the
study.
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understandable. Vagueness, confusion, and uncertainty about basic
objectives are characteristic of organizations as well as indi-
viduals who are caught up in rapid and extensive socio-cultural
dhange, and this is certainly the lot of the modern sdhool.
American schools are simultaneously experiencing many of the
first and second-order consec:uences of those "revolutions" and
II explosions" that have become modern men's daily companions. The
revolution in science and technology, the moral revolution, the
revolution in the behavioral sciences, the 3lech revolt, the
knowledge explosion -- all of these charac#eristic forces of our
time touch the operations of the schools.

In principle, the dynamics of this process are simple. Socio-
cultural dhange in the schools' organizational environment breeds
new educational needs and wants as well as re-definitions and new
formulations of the school's traditional concerns. Parents, univer-
sities and citizen grouns as well as educators themselves transform
these into demands upon the sdhools. Teachers, administrators,
school boards, and curriculum developers are expected tot.convert
these demands into decisions that create new courses of study, new
teaching-learnino materials, new ways of organizing the time and
work of students and teadhers, etc.

In considering international,..education three demands are of
particular relevance. First, the sdhools are being called upon to
expand, indeed to gldbalize, the geogranhical focus of the curric-
ulum, particularly social studies instruction. Traditionally, the
schools have been looked to as organizational environments in whidh
dhildren and young people accuire many of the concents, attitudes,
values, skills and information which adults deem relevant to the
task of making sense out of the physical and social environments
students will occupy as adults. Today the Psychologically salient
environment of children and young people and certainly the socio-
logically relevant environment of tomorrow's adult citizens is
planet-wide in scope and in fact is being gradually extended beyond
the planet earth's taaditional cosmic boundaries. Thus, in order
to fulfill their traditional mission in social education of young
pople, the schools are expected to develop curriculum mhose geo-
gral,hical focus is the world as a Whole rather than just the United
States or, someWhat more broadly, the northestern region of the
planet.

Second, the schools are expected to incorporate into their
social studies proorams substantially more of the concepts, ana-
lytical problems, and modes of inquiry dharacteristic of the new
social sciences such as anthropology, sociology, political science,
economics and social psychology. This demand, like the call for
expanded geographical focus, represents an affort to adapt the
sdhool's traditional organizational mission to the changing charac-
ter of man's historic condition. Mducation and particularly social
educatinn in large measure is a matter of building self-identifi-
cation. The child brings to the school, albeit in unarticulated
form, the fundamental question: "Who am I?" and "What are we?"
The school along with parents, the mass medial peers and other
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agents of socialization in complex socisties, nrovides a series of
answers same fraction of mhidh the young humans internalize and
organize into an ewlanding self image of who and mhat they are.
In contemporary society the cultural sources of our self concep-
tions are no longer confined to the traditional disciplines of
history, geography, philoso4hy, and theology sunerimposed upon the
folk culture of the society. In recent years the social, or more
broadly and accurately, the behavioral sciences have become increas-
ingly significent sources of knowledge about man, his behaviors, and
the societies and social institutions our species creates and de-
stroys. Thus, the develonment of some understandina of mho and mhat
we are as biological systems, as nersonality systems, as the crea-
tures and the creators of cultural systems and as the participants
in systems of social action requires a curriculum that blends the
traditional concerns of the historian, the gecrrallher, and the
guardians of the society's heritage with the concerns of sociology,
political science, economics, anthropology, etc.

Third, the schools are being called unon to evolve conceptions
of the aims of formal education congruent with the realities of
rapid and extensive dhange in American society and the morld at
large. We live in a ..leriod unique in modern history, as 2ilfred
Vorth :Ihitehead points out, in that we can no longer assume that
each new generation Will live out their lives in circumstances
substantially the same as those mhich govern the lives of the nre-
sent generation.

Some of the imolications of this for education are obvious
although the task of translating these into the "nitty-gritty"
of curriculum reform are not. Childhood end adolescence mustbe
a time mhen individuals are trained to "face a novelty of condi-
tions." Pre-adult education, in larae measure, must be aimed at
preparing individuals to anticipate change and at developing those
qualities of heart and mind Which mould seem to be functional in
coping mith continually changing social and cultural environments.

What kind of contrnutions can alementary and secondary sdhools
make to the develonment of human beings ca-)able of livinc: with con-
tinuous change? Many educators have come to argue that the schools'
primary and most durable contribution to a young person's education
lies in daveloping within him or her the attitude and Skills rec,-
uisite to continuous learning. In a mord, it would seem that the
schools ought to be primarily environments in which individuals
learn to learn.

Uo one is sufficiently pretentious to claim to know fully
what are the essential features of a curriculum that eruips indi-
viduals for a life of continuous learnin7, but in the dbsence of
evidence to the contrary, it is reasonable to assume that the
school years should be a time uhen individuals cultivate a capacity
for conceptual and critical thinking combined with some understand-
ing of and skill in the processes of systematic inquiry and reflec-
tive ethical judgment
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The task of responding constructively to these demands is, at
best, an arduos organizational enterprise, and for some schools a
politically sensitive venture. In general, the schools' nattern
of response is what a student of complex organizations would nredict.
Curriculum change, on the whole, fits very well the social scien-
tist's model of incremental and disjointed decision-making for in-
novations have tended to come incrementally and change has been
disjointed. (2) To the traditional academic fare is added a bit of
instruction about foreign l'olicy; at still another time and place
in the curriculum a bit of cultural anthropology; at another grade
level some work in foreign area studies; elsewhere something about
the U.11.7 a unit or two on communism; a bdt of international rel-
ations; and perhaps a work on "critical thinking."

:Thile this strategy of change cannot be faulted since one
cannot reasonably exl)ect a system as large, as decentralized, and
as politically sensitive ao American education to react to demands
for dhange in any other way, this pattern bears the predictable
social costs. One of the more important ol these is an accumu-
lation of a aood deal of conusion and uncertainty about what oucht
to be ha-gening to individuals as a result of the schools' efforts
to teadh about the world into Which theN? have been cast. Confusion
and uncertainty about the objectives of international education in
turn breeds confusion, uncertainty, and one susnects non-ration-
ality in the decisions determining the specifics of curriculum con-
tent and organization. Charles McClelland illustrates the problem
in this wev:

Should the Pueblos be studied in the fourth e'rade?
The answer needs to be cast in terms of What it is
that would make the factual information about the
Pueblos relevant to some particular learning Cbjec-
tive and it would be conceivable that the Ainus,
Todas, or Zulus might serve the purpose just as yell.
Is modern history more imnortant than ancient history
to "know about" in a world history course and should
:lestern Zurolle receive more attention than China?
Is a geographical interpretation more valuable than
an economic interpretation? Should the histories
of wars be subordinated and accomplishments of peace-
ful evolution be stressed? Is it more important that
the content of some social science discinlines be
transferred to the social studies While the content
of others is omitted? Is there some particular body
of factual information that must be taught in the 12
years between hinderarten and collere, no matter
What the order and the form? The argument here is
that these questions and hundreds of others of the
same type are not independent and that there is
no significant answer to them unless further cri-
teria are provided.(3)

4
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The criteria that McClelland has in mind includes a relatively
detailed conception of the objectives that should be served by the
international dimension of the curriculum. Peedless to say, this
matter of objectives is not a virginal issue. It has been worried
over by most educators as well as by many social scientists and has
been written dbout by a respectable fraction of scholars. The most
complete collection of statements about curriculum objectives in
the field of international education is found in the paces of the
1954 yearbook of the Mational Council for the Sbothal Studies,
kl2N9.achstoartadiair. (4) kiany of these
are couched in sufficiently general terms to permit being stated
in a few sentences. Various similar statements issued by various
educational bodies Share this characteristic of being general.

Nor is much assistance forthcoming from those Who have written
on the subject of teaching world affairs at the college level.
Such studies as those of Bidwell and of the Wilsons, for example,
stress the importance of teaching for responsible U.S. citizenshiP
and for civic competence in an age of swift dhange and frequent fx:
crisis, as well as stressing the inherent educational values of a
liberal education Whose content is cosmopolitan.(5) 71hile valuable
in considering what oucht to be the general outcomes of education,
these writings are also too broad to offer a clear focus for cir-
riculum-building.

There are, moreover, divergent views of dojectives uhidh have
not been either faced or reconciled. Statements b,r IZenworthy and
Laves, among others are plainly oriented primarily twrdrd the well-
being of the world as a Whole, rather than the nation.(G) Others,
such as Niel:, build on the premise that the focus must be that of
learning to function intelligently "as a citizen of a great democaPc-,
racy."(7) 3ducational planning will be quite different if it is
based on supra-national -oremises, the needs of the nation-state,
or some system which in one way or another reconciles these. Shall
teaching bewaue-free and primarily analytical and factual, or
shall it inculcate values thought to be essential to world peace?
As Becker and Porter have pointed out:

The point bere is that our motivations, our concerns,
will largely determine the nature of the Ilrogram or
curriculum and the instructional materials used. If
we are confused about our purpose or have ill-defined
purposes, then the courses involved and their goals
are also likely to be confused and lacking in direc-
tion. An analysis of curriculum guides, with res-
pect to international understanding, reveals in most
instances a lack of focus or framework. Since the
term "international understanding" is poorly defined,
the programs themselves seldom contain clear cri-
teria for selecting content and approaches.(8).
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II
TH3 CO1C1GT OF INT7OnTIONAL UEDIMSTANDING

If we take as a starting point for a discussion of tbe
objectives of international education the traditional prescrip-
tion that the schools should promote students, international or
uorld understanding, then the task before us is one of trying to
spell out in a resonable degree of detail the meaning of the term
"international understanding." The following nages renresent the
output of my efforts to do this.

It seems to me that the concept of international understand-
ing has two faces. On the one hand, it points our attention out-
ward toward the world and to the objects, things, or phenomenon
which ye want students to come to understand, to comprehend, or
to become knowledgable about. On the other hand, the concent
points inward and directs our attention to the qualities or char-
acteristics of persons uhich we want to develop within students.
If such be the case, then the task of explicating the meaning for
international understanding is a dual problem of specifying on the
one hand what there is about the world that we believe students
should begin to understand in the course of K-12 schooling, and on
the other band of specifying the cognitive and/or affective qual-
ities of individuals that we believe dhould ba cultivated or pro-
moted by N-12 schooling. For the lack of better labels, I dhall
refer to the first of these matters as "objects" of international
understanding and to the second as "dimensions" of international
understanding.

OBJECTS OP INTERNATIONAL UNDERSTAUDING

The verb "to understand" implies the existence of things or
objects to be understood and the concept to international under-
standing accordingly imnlies the existence of objects within or
things dbout the world that we believe students should come to
understand. What are the objects of international Understanding?

Pe schools and not many educators (or for that matter social
scientists) will claim to have a formal theory or develol'ed phil-
osophy of international education that nrovides an answer to this
question. However, this does not mean the question has gone un-
answered. In lieu of explicit philosophies, curriculum is grounded
in unarticulated but nonetheless operating conceltions of what
international education is all about. An examination of the curric-
ulum guides, teaching materials and approaches used in many sdhools
suggests that perhaps the most widely prevailing conception is a
notion of international education as education about other lands and
peoples. Question: What do e want students to understand?
Answer: Other lands and other peoples.

As a conceptual foundation on whidh to build curriculum
this noint of view would seem to suffer some serious weaknesses.
In the first place, most educators properly agree that one of the
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overall purposes of international studies in the schools is to
reduce the influence of ethnocentrism on students' -lerceptions
of the world. 3ut by conceiving of education for international
understanding to be education &lout other lands and peoples, a
"we-they"or "us-them" distinction is built into the very heart of
the enterprise. Also the dividing of the world into "things
American" and "things non-American" for purposes of their study,
obscures the degree to hich studies of American history, society,
and social institutions have important international dimensions
and can serve to either detract from or augment the development
of students' understanding of the world beyond their nation's
boundaries.

Mbreover, the adecmacy of our conceptions of international
education depend in large measure upon the adequacy of our images
of what the world is like. Conceptions of international education
as education about other lands anil peoples appear to rest upon an
image of the world as a mosaic of richly varied lands and peoples.
An anthropologist examining the artifacts of American education
(particularly curriculum guides and teaching materials found in
many elementary schools) in an effort to reconstruct the world view
of American educators might well conclude that we tend to look
upon the earth as a large rool table uhose surface stnnorts an
array of scattered and largely self-contained billard balls of
many different colors. Given this perspective on the world, inter-
national education is then seen as beincr larcely a matter of in-
structing young ;waricans about c fmr of the uorld's many colorful
lands and peo-oles other than themselves; that is, -Iroviding
tmdents ith some information about the different ecologies, tbe
particular histories, and the unique cultures of some of the many
different balls arrayed about the table's surface. Clearly this
is an excessively simplified picture, but perhaps not an entirely
gross caricature of the international dimension of the curriculum
found in many sdpbols!

There is nothing urong with our traditional conceptions in
the sense of being incorrect. The world is in fact a larc.,e and
varied array of different civilizations, geographical regions,
cultural areas and societies with differing histories, cultural
systems, and social institutions. For is there any cluestion that
international studies must consist in large measure of transmitting
to young Americans some knowledge and hopefully a set of responsible
attitudes toward the planet's many other lands and the w*de vari-
ation that characterizes the human species' cultural life and social
institutions, in the hope tbat by learning.about others, Americans
will also better understand themselves.

But our conceptions of things can be correct and at the same
time incomplete or inadequate. Such would seem the case with the
notion of international education as education about other lands
and peoples. Specifically, this approach fails to highlight the
fact that contemporary children and young people need to develop
some understanding of the relationships and interactions among the

7



orld's national societies and cultural regions and some under-
standing of the empanding network of cross-national organizations
and associations that link together all regions of the planet, as
well as an understanding of the similarities and differences that
characterize the world's local societies and cultural areas.

This failure to highlight the importance of inter-societal
interactions and cross-national organizations as objects of under-
standing or knowledge would seem to be one specific manifestation
of a more general and basic inadequacy inherent in our traditional
conception of international education. The basic concentions or
definitions that undergird any enterprise derive their value from
how mall they serve as guides to action and directives for thought
appropriate to the needs of particular groups in a ..larticular time
and place. Thus, the criteria in terms of mhich ye must judge the
adevuacy of our conception of education for international under-
standing are the educational needs of daildren and young nealle
who mill live out most of their adult lives in the Tmenty-first
Century and mho will become, in the apt symbolism of Lewis Paul
Todd, "the first settlers to colonize the lunar wastes."(S)

While me cannot know vith any great precision the particular
dharacteristics of all of these needs, we do know they are some-
what different from our own and certainly different from those of
our narents and grandnarents. They are different simly because
the world is different. It is conventional, indeed, it has be-
come somellhat trite, to look upon ourselves as particinants in
a revolutionary enoch in human history. But however passe!: such
characterizations may be, they seem true nonetheless. "We are
experiencing," observes tha historian C.E. Mack, "one of the
great revolutionarytransformations of mankind."(10) Ile drama-
tizes, but one suspects does not exaggerate, the magnitude of
this transformation in this way:

The change in human affairs that is no taking 21ace
is o2 a scope end intensity that mankind has experi-
enced on only two *3revious occasions, and its signi-
ficance cannot be appreciated except in the context
df the entire course of world history. The first
revolutional transformation was the emergence of
human beings, about a million years ago, after thou-
sands of years of evolution from primitive life
The second great revolutionaty transformation in
human affairs was that from primitive to civilized
societies. . . .(11)

While not all historians %mould agree that these two epochal
events exhaust the periods of revolutionary transformation in
human affairs, most serious students of man's contemnorary con-
dition aro likely to concede that they serve as useful analogues
in our efforts to understand what is happening in the Twentieth
Century. For, as Black goes on to note: "The 13rocess of dhange
in the modern era is of the same orddr of magnitude as that from
prehuman to human life and from primitive to civilized
societies. . . .(12)
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With the possible exception of the world's population ex-
plosion the type oE change that receives the most attention and
about which we are most familiar is scientific and technological
change. Statistics on the exponential growth of scientific and
technological innovations have 1Decore in recent years as familiar
bits of social accounting as are figures on rates of economic
growth or the level of crime. That we should be particularly
sensitive to the unrelenting flow of contemnorary science and
technology is as appronriate as it is understandable since these
appear to be the primary dynamic or chief source of socio-cultural
dhange within modern societies. Perhaps educators and social
scientists should occasionally pause and, taking a check list
of basic social activities (sudh as the one outlined by Paul
Hanna as a basis for organizing elementary social studies curric-
ulum(13), note the multiplicity of ways in which each of these
activities is being continuously transformedby the labors of scien-
tists and technologists. Such an exercise not only noints up the
dbvious fact that particular social activities undergo change as
a result of scientific and technological innovations, but also the
equally important fact that these chanqes interact and ramify their
consequences throughout the fabric of societY. Uot only does change
come in particular sectors of social life sudh as the economy,
the nolitNr, or the transportation and communication systems, but
added together they result in the transformation of the over-all
structure of society.

What is true of particular national and local societies is
also true of the morld as a whole. :.dvances in science and tech-
nology have multiplied by many fold the destructiveness of ueapons,
radically increased the speed of their delivery systems, aug-
mented the rapidity and scope of transcontinental transnortation
and communication, magnified rates of jhuman noulation grouth,
and increased the volune and ranf7re of transactions among national
societies, etc. Thecumulative impact of these narticular changes
is a sUbstantial transformation in the social organization of ehe
human s-Necies at the global level.

This transformation perhaps is manifest most visibly in the
erosion of the boundaries that once senarated international and
domestic affairs. The late Dr. ilartin Luther :Zing is awarded an
international peace prize not because he was a diplomat in the
relations among nations, but because Le was a statesman in the
relations of racial and ideological grouns within :;merican Society.
A uar in Southeast Asia significantly influences the history of
ueban areas in the United States. On the other side of the coin,
the national conventions of the Anerican political -larties are
no longer just national affairs but have become events in the
international community receiving press attention and TV coverage
from London to La Paz. "If ever a line couldbe dram betueen
domestic and foreign affairs," writes Senator 2ulbrir!ht, "it is
now wholly erased."(14) This is sometihat of an hyperbole because
some significant distinctions can be made between domestic and
foreign affairs,(15) bmt the observation emphasizes what ought to

9
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be emphasized. That is tha fact that Americans unrelentlassly
interject themselves into the lives of the planet's other in-
habitants and they in turn continuously impinge'untinAmerican
society.

The chanaing relationship of the United States to the world
beyond our boundaries is often characterized as the decline of
American isolation or the revolution in U.S. foreign policy. While
sudh characterizations are accurate, taken by themselves they fail
to highlight the fact that America's experience vis-a-vis its world
environment is not uniquely American. To the contrary, ours is a
common history dhared in varying degrees with all of mankind in the
Twentieth Century. If American society has become sdbstantially
less isolated from the world around it, the same is also true of
virtually all of the national societies that comprise the modern
world. Raymond Aron and others speak of the coming of "universal
history" sianifying the fact that the human species rua species is
acquiring a shared history which is more than the sum total of
hundreds of common local histories. Robert Harper makes the same
point in noting that "throuahout most of history, mankind did exist
in separate, almost isolated cultural islands. . . . now most of
humanity is part of a single vorld-wide system."(1G) Rtvirmond Platig
illustrates part of What this means in this walr:

Civil disturbances in the Congo and in South Viet
Nam have their repercussions in New Ircaqt, Ubscow,
and Peking: crop failure in India calls forth a
resnonse from the American midwest; nuclear exnlo-
sive power unites men around the uorld in the fear
cf holocaust and the dread of environnental con-
tamination; physical Changes on the surface of the
sun affect man's ability to communicate with his
fellow men; complex sensors located in artificial
earth satellites reveal auarded secrets concerning
the ca.labilities of another group; a desert war
east of Suez threatens to bring the industrial
machinery of 3urope to a grinding halt; new ideol-
ogical notes struck on the taut strinas of 3alkan
Societies set up entirely new patterns of harmony
and didharmony in world affairs.(17)

Norman Cousins writes in a similar vein of the emergence of a
world or global community noting:

A new musical comedy erupts into smccess on
Broadway and within a matter of weeks its tunes
are beard all the wav from London to Johannedburg,
as though they had pre-existed and were waiting
only for a signal from the United States to spring
to life. Or a new movie about the aussia of a
half-century ago will be made from a book, and all
over the world the theme sona from Doctor Zhivago
will be a request favorite of orchestras in far-off
places, from Edmonton to Wtrsaw.

10
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Few things are more startling to :vericans
abroad than to see younristers affect the same
unconventionalities in dress and manner, Whether
in Stockholm, Singapore, or Sydney. The young
girls tdth their flashing thighs on Carnaby Street
in London or on the Ginza in Tokyo; the young males
with their long hair and turtleneck sweaters (with
or without beads) in Greenich Village or the Left
Bank or Amsterdam or Hong/Ongall seem to have
been fashioned by the same stylists of alienation
and assertion.

Or a fashion designer in Paris trill decide to
use spikes instead of heals on women's shoes, and
women across the world will wobble with the same
ilrecarious gait. Then, almost as suddenly, the
designer will decide to 73ring women bac% to earth
&Jain, flattening the heels and producing square or
wide toos that only a few years earlier would have
been regarded as acceptable only for heavy work in
the fields--and once again tha world's women will
conform.(1C)

The general point being made is summarized in Barbara Hard's
observation that in many respects the world has "become a single
human community."

Dost of the energies of our society tend towards
unity -- the energy of science and technological
change, the energy of curiosity and research, of
self-interest and economics, the enercT -- in many
ways the most violent of them all -- the energy of
potential acgression and destrucion. We have become
neighbors in terms of inescapable physical L%roximity
and instant communication. We ere neighboLAPin
economic interest and technological direction. We
are neighbors in the risk of total destruction. (1C)

Needless to say, no one can forecast with assurance the
shape of the future, but it is reasonable to asoume that the global
human community will continue to manifest a high and very likely
expanding decxee of interdependence in tha decades immediately
ahead. (This assumes the absence of world-wide thermonuclear war
whose effect on the social organization of the surviving fraction
of mankind is very uncertain.) Eost observers of world affairs
will probably agree with Bruce Russett's assessment of the future
world system.

At this time it is too coon to knoW just What kind
offetrstem will emerge, or even if the situation will,
in the near future, stdbilize enough for us even to
be fully aware that we 'have a new system. nut we do
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know that it is changing. . . . We cnn bl Tato sure
that it will be a vorld nystem in uhich n11 peoples will
be much more closely involved than weir Wore. . . .

"One vorld" has a meaning b'yond the understandinv
oven of those uho lived Just a generation cgo.(20i

hll of this relvesonts, as rennoth 3oulding has observed, a
profound innovation in the historic human condition:

3ecause of what has happened in the field of
technology, especially of tranaportation and
weaponry, in the past Ea decades, the world has
become m "spaceship," a small rather crouded globe
hurtling through space to an unlmom destination
and bearing on .ts surface a very fragile freight
of mankind and the noosphere Which inhabits men's
minds.

This represents a very fundamental change in the
condition of man, a chancle which furthermore only
a few people have really appreciated. Up till very
recently the human race vas exranding on what vas for
all practical purposes an illimitable plane. It may
have been "a darklinc plain Where ignorant armies
clash by night," as Matthew Arnold called it, but it
was for all practical purposes an illimitable, if
rough, plane. As long es there tras always somewhere
to go over the horizon, neither ivnorance nor armies
nor clashes could %let fatal. If ono civilization
colla_lsed another one could alays rise a few hundred
miles away. hi/ history, in &nor words, until very
recently, hes been loca? and has not involved the
conce-A of the "sociosere" or the total sphere of
all human activity =tending all around the earth.(21)

The transfornation of tha world from en "illimitable plane"
to a "spaceship" obviously carries far reacbing im:lications for
education. lanimally, it enhances the importance of international
studies. 3ut it seems to ma thtt the implications go well beyond
simply the need to expand the international content of the .t.12
curriculum by adding new courses or "internationalizing" old
courses, however important such cnrriculum changes may be.
Specifically, there uould seam to be a nressing need to examine
the conceptual base that underlies our traditional efforts to
teach about the world. I will try to spell out uhat I mean.

In the study of any 1:henomana one has a choice of approaches.
One can focus wpon the uholo or one can focus upon the ..,arts or
components that comprise that Whole. ',It J. 1)evid Singer observes:

Whether in the physical or social sciences, the
observer may choose to focus uron the -:iarts or
upon the whole, upon the components or upon the
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system. He may, for example, choose between the
flowers or the garden, thm rocks or the r:uarry,
the trees or the forest, the houses or the neighbor-
hood, the cars or the traffic jam, the dolincluents
or the gang. . .(22)

The choice one mahes is a 'unction of his purposes. If
one's aim is to understand trees as trees, then he need pay
little or no attention to Mother the !larticular trees he studies
are components of a forest. On tho other hand, if one's pur:vse
is to understand forests, then he will also study trees, but in
this case they must be viewed nnd examined as component:3 of the
larger whole he seeks to understand.

In the case of international education the 1F:sues of "the
parts and that uhole" vas .ro"Ably pedagocially unimportant, if
not downright irrelevant in a timN when the vorld was characterized
by many parts but evidenced relatively little "wholeness" compared
to 'tat is the case today and is likely to be even more so tomorrow.
aut the emergence of a "spaceship earth" me:es the matter of the
uhole and the parts of critical importance in our efforts to think
about the structure end objective of international education. It
is critical because just as an accumulation of knowledge about
trees as trees is not equivalent to an understandine, of forests
or an aggregation of Imowledco about each of ehe fifty American
states does not erNal an understandim of American society as
American society, so an aggregation of knowledge about the parts
that make up the orld is not erNivalent to an understanding of the
world as a whole. This means ehat ve confront the hard and
complex question of whet basic purposes underlie and guide our
efforts to educate young humans about th world into Which thuy
have been born. Can the underlying purpose of international
education legitimately be restricte0 to the develolment of an
aggregated fund of knowledge about the different elements that
make up the world, or, should our ambitions extend to the develte:,-
ment of some understanding of the world perceived as a totality?
Clearly, it uould seam that education appropriate to needs of
today's and tofforrolPe your! tiust endeavor to develq-, or
cultivate 80M3 understzndine: of tN) world as a totality in very
much the stme sense that str.dien of .41erican society as a totality
rather than sim:ly as rn aggregation of -,,arts. :n a word, it ap:mears
enat the :and of international understandin7- Vitt re should seek
to promote within students is not no much an understtndinP, o2
other lands tnd peoples but rather an understandin,' of tho
vorld or earth systam as a totality rnd of ourselves add others
an parts of this larger whole.

Robert i:arper has made this 2oint very vell in talking about
the international dimension of education in georraAr.

the whole world is vette im:ortant than its
::arts. It is understandifr o.! the worldwide system
of humanity living on the earth that 4,2 uant the
student to gras11, not just an understanding of the

3
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parts -- the regions that have 73een the center of
the geographer's attention. The region is norOnger
primarily important in itself. The important thing
is to see how it fits into the larger world svstem.

This calls for a Whole new ap.:Iroach in geo-
graphy. Ho longer can we study the United States
just in terms of learning its mwn characteristics
with those of other parts of the . . . vorld with
the aim of seeing similarities and differences.
WO must now see the United states as nart of the
worldwide system of ideas, goods and people.

CZ course, to understand the world as a whole
we must scrutinize the parts, 73ut the aim is always
to see the part in the content of the bigger uhole.(23)

Harper's point is clearly net confined to world geography, 7eut
can readily 72e generalized to all dimensions of an individual's
international understandinc. For example, it vould seem that we
should seek to develop a historical understendin7 that comes from
treating mankind as the unit of analysis in contrast to particular
national or regional groups within mankind. Lefton Stavrianos
etescribes such an understanding in this vey:

It means the perspective of an 63server perched
on the noon rather than ensconced in London or
Paris or Utshington. It means that for every period
of history we are interested in events and movements
of glo!)al rather than regional or national si7nificance.
Ebro specifically it means ths realization that in
the classical period 1:an China was the equal of the
Roman Zmpiro in every respect; that in the medieval
period the liongols Imre infinitely more significant
than Llama Carta; that in early modern times ;lassie's
expansion overland ane Western :urore's expansion
overseas usre lilwite more noteworthy than the ReformaCe
tion or the Uhrs of Religion; and that today the globally
significant developments haveewdo.nothittaCo/kLilartblocs
and crises 73ut rather with the passim:, of Uestern hegemony
and the reversion to the traditional autonomy of the
regions of the Ilorld.(24)

Ikul: Krug appears to have milch the lane kind of perspective in
mind when he urites emut a mankind contared perspective in
world history.(25)

if ft a i
mmin

the content of the argunent sl:etched out Oove we can ',roadly
define international understanding as an understanding of the
uorld system, or if one prefers, an understanding of world or
1103a1 society. Tuo points oust be made 0out this formulation.
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First, and obviously, no ono attains a comrlote understanding
or a full comelrehansion cr.:7 the trorld system as a totality. Indeed,
IA: is impossible to say uhat such understanding mould consist of
short of the omniscance traditionally attributed to God. Second,
and perhaps equally obvious, the developing of international
understandinq in the sense dafinad hero is a life-long process.
The schools, and more particularly the X-12 curriculum are but
one of many sources or agents of international learning. Since
the schools do not monopolize the process of international
education, it is necessary to ask: What are the particular con-
tributions Which tho KAI curriculum can and should make to the
development o2 students' international undorstanding?

I have attompted to dovolop. en answer to this question trith-
in a context surfgested by the selection of tho twim.verbs "can and
should." On the one hand I have triad to raintnin a sensitivity
to uhat many .yerceive to bo tho "raCical" nature of modern man's
educational needs, and on the other hnnd, I hnvo also sou:ht to
maintain some ammreness of tllo imperatives of practicality. The
concept of mrlet system is not a familiar notion in tho culture
of :Imerican education, and curriculum based squarely on an
elaboration of this concopt would b3 a radical departure from
tradition in rmn-, respects. Among other things, it calls for
a re-combination and the integration of a greet many olamonts
that aro currently distributod about the physical. Garth, and
life sciences, the humanities, mc.thamatics, and tl,e behavioral
sciences. In ny judgeent curriculum orcmnized around an image
of the world as a complex cluster of interpenetrating livinr: and
non-living systens re.,:xosents a target tomrd uhich de7olopmantal
efforts ought to 7)3 aimad, but tho task of movin: between More
ue now stand and the goal seams to be a matter of incromentally
modifying existing curriculum V011at is currently needod, it
would appear, is a concoption of the schools' contributions
to tho development of students' understanding of tho world system
that can serve as a bridge '3otlreon tha nrosent and the future.

It seems to ma that there are three standards which a eon-
caption ought to moot in order to function as a bridge botween
tho present and the future. It mustlise partially grounded in
tho traditional concerns of the schools' curriculum. It must
reflect basic trends or tho forward thrusts of the contemporary
curriculum reform movement. Finally, it must point to logical
nent stops in curriculum roform.

:7ith those criteria in :Und it nay prove useful to think of
tho curriculum makin7 threo amoral hinCs of contributions to the
develo:Amont of students' undnrstandirr of the world system. Tirst,
tho curriculum can and shou1,1 dovelop students' understanding
of the Garth as a planot. Second, the curriculu should develop
studonts' undorsttading of mankind viowed as ono IkleCi3S Or: liio.
Third, tho curriculum Should dovelop students' understanding of
the intornational system as ono level of human social organization
and ono oi a multiplicity of social systems in which individuals
',1articipato and through which human valuas nucb as mealth, pcnrer,
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health, enlightenment, and respect are created and allocated
among members of the human species.

This conception or general model of the objects of inter-
national understanding appears to meet the criteria noted above.
The model's first element, that is the planet earth, is a long
standing concern of traditional curriculum in the social studies
as well as the sciences. The second element -- the develonment
of an understanding of the human species as one of many forms
of life -- reflects one of the more pervasive thrusts of the
contemporary curriculum reform movement. From the "new biology" to
the "new social studies" there is t growing interest in enhancing
the scone end sophistication of students' understanding of man
Egg man. This is evidenced among other places in efforts to
globalize studies of human history, in a growing interest in
anthropology, in efforts to make more ertensive and sophisticated
use of man-other animal comparisons, and in efforts to build
into the curriculum behavioral science oriented studies of basic
buman behaviors and social ctivities.

The third element of the model, that is, the develtrment
of an understanding of the global social system vieued as one of
several analytically comparable levels of human social organization
is less familiar and rcnresents somelt:at of an innovation in our
customary modes of approachinr! the study of international affairs.
However, the image of the world as t (71oba1 social system is
becoming a very familiar notion in international studies at the
university 1eve1,(26) and i3 at the elementary and secondary levels
of Pmerican education simplm, an extension of several current trends.
The basic concent of social system is finding its way into the
curriculum. ibreover, if we can mahe mankind vua mankind the unit
of analysis in studies of the species' history and in studies of
the uays in which man resembles and differs from other animals,
there is no reason why ve cannot think of the snecies ELA species
as being socially organized just as we thin% of particular groups
within the species as bein7 socially organized. rurthermore, as
comparative analysis becomes en increasingly familiar mode of
inquiry in the social studies, the notion of comparing the global
social system (or selected aspects of it) with social systems at
the sub-lobal level would seem to be simply a logical extension
of the logic of coalaring nations with nations, political systems
with political systems, and so on. ror example if students can
be taught how to compare tuo or more national political sIrstems of
particular nntions or of other 7rowls at the sub-global level.(2C)
In short, the notion of the curriculum developing an understandincr
of the global social system appears to 733 simply a logical ex-
tension of ideas currently entering the curriculum.

Veedless to say, the schools can communicate to children end
young people only a very limited aount of information and con-
ceptualization about the planet earth, the human species, and
the global social system. Thus, anyone endeavoring to develop a
model of the "objects" of international understanding immediately
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faces one aspect of that many faceted issue conventionally dubbed.
the "coverage problem." Given the .,f.ct that What the schools
can teach is only a very small sample of the total population of
knowledge that might be communicated to students, uhat ought to
be selected from this total universe to be emphasized by the
curriculum? Hore specificallv, uhat is there about the planet,
about the snecies, and about the g163a1 social system that ought
to be emphasized in the planning and developing of future programs
in international education?

Clearly these are basic queries, and because of this they
are far from being original questions. In the following pages
I have not tried to be original in the sense of proffering
ansuers not found in the literature of American education.
Rather I have attempted to "sample" the state of current thinking
and to capsulize in summary form What I perceive to be major
thrusts in this thinking.

The Planet earth as an Ohiect of Understandinq---The earth
as a planet has traditionally been an object of inruiry in both
the science and social studies curriculums. 2 have not attempted
to deal with the issue of What an understanding ol the nlanet
imlies from the vantaTre 7,oint of the earth sciences wa. earth
sciences. Rather I have sourrht to look at the problem from tha
persnective of develaling students' international understanding
broadly defined as an understandinrr of the uorld system or of
world society. From elis .)ersective two general noints seem
to stand out and each of these in turn implies tuo or three some-
uhat more specific points.

In the first place, an understanding of the world system
would seem to imply some existential awareness and cognitive
comprehension of the location of the human venture on the vast
continua of cosmic space end time. In turn this would seem to
imply some understanding of the status and location oZ the earth
as a planet in the cosmic system. Second, it would seem to imply
some understanding of the cosmolcrical and geological histories
of tbe planet earth. Third, it ould seem to imnly some compara-
tive understandinr, of the earth, that is, some understanding of
similarities and differences between the earth and other 'known
planets and perhaps imacrined planets as protrayed, for examnle,
in science fiction literature, movies, and TV.

In the second place the development of an understanding of
the world system uould seem to imply the develcrment of some under-
standing o2 the planet earth as "the home of man"(to use a common
but seldom fully developed image from elementary education). This
is to say, that the concept of international education seems to
imnly some appreciateion of the fact that just as the behavior of
a childlls both shaped by and in turn shai-,es his family as a social
system, so man and more broadly the larger system of life of uhich
man is a part is both conditioned by aned,ares the planet viewed as
an in interpenotratin7 series of physical systems. In turn this
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would seem to imply the delrelopment of some understandinc7 of major
features of the planetIs contenrorary geology and major tcharac-
teristics of its current geographY with special erehasis upon an
understanding of the interrelation of these to biological evo-
lution of life and rmrticularly the bio-cultural development of
the hmman snecies. Second, it would seem to imply the development
of some understanding of current and anticipated worldwide problems
in man-biowliere relations, such as air, water, and soil pollution,
mineral resources depletion, weather control, and dhortages of
organic matter needed for human food.

The Human alecies as an Object of Understanding-11s noted
elsewhere, there is a growing stress upon the rrellem of develoning
within students a relatively sophisticated understanding of their
own species. My efforts to crystallize and summarize ghat
nerceive to be Major thrusts in current thinking about this matter
yielded seven general conclusions.

First, there appears to be a growing conviction that in
the course of their 1:-12 schooling students should begin to
develop a conceptually sonhisticated comnarative understanding
of man as one of many forms of life or tynes of living systems.
This would seem to imply in the first instance the development
of some comparative understanding of life and non-life, that is,
some understanding of differences and similarities in living and
non-livin7j systems. (This, needless to spy involves some con-
sideration dEthe matter of death.) Secondlr, a comarative un-
derstanding of man im2lies some understemding of similarities
and differences between man and other livinc.! sYstems. These
other systems include most obviously other contemnorarv animals
and tbe "proto-human" animals that appear to be homo sapiens
immediate evolutionary nredecessors. The obvious dimensions of
comparison include ren-other animal physiology, men-other animal
psychology, and nen-other animal sociology.

The total universe of living systems to which man can be
compared also includes imagined forms of life eleeWhere in the
universe as portrayed, for =ample, in better science fiction
literature. Also, for children of the "post-modern" era, the
ponulation of analytically com-erd5le living forms should include
the prosoect of "artificelly" created life. As :Kenneth 3ouldirr
observes, it is very likely that soon man will put his

busy little fingers into the business of genetic
evolution. Ue might even recreate the dodo and
the dinosaur and then go on to the imaginary
animals, the centaurs and the fauns. This is the
kind of world for which we might have to pre.:are
our children.(29)

Still another dimension of man-other "living system"
comparison that can legitimately occupy a niche in contem-
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porary education is man-complex machine comparisons. Zbigniew
Brzensinski, in reviewing what we night reasonablIr expect to see
in the course of the next few decades, reflects the estimate of
many easervers in noting:

Scientists predict with some confidence that by the
end of this century, computers will reason es well
as man, and will .S3 able to envage in 'creative'
thought; wedded to the robots or to 'laboratory
beings,' they could act like humans. The makings
of a most comnleN -- and perhaps bitter --
philosophical and political dialogue abeut the
nature of man are self-evident in these deve1opments.(30)

Second, many educators and social scientists continue to
stress the traditional theme that the E,12 curriculum should serve
to develon students' understanding of basic human commonalities.
Mile it is not always clear What people have in mind vihen they
speak of human commonalities, four kinds of similarities are
noted with some regularity. First, and rost o3vims1y, are
commonalities in man's physiolor,ical characteristics and biological
needs (e.g., need for food, water, air, protection from temnerature
extremes, etc.). Second, are the commonalities in men's psychic
or psychological needs (e.g., the need for cognitive order or
meaning, the need for affection, the need fgr a sense of self
resnect, the need for predictability in social relationships, etc.).
Third, are similarities or commonalities in the functional needs
or requisites of human societies and in their component social
and cultural systems (e.g., the need to socialize the young into
the norms o2 the society, the need for social control, the need
for conflict resolution, etc.). Fourth, are similarities,
analorts, or parallels in the historical e:,...,,eriences of different
growls (e.g., similarities in the fmnction of the frontiers in
American and Soviet societies; paralle/s in the foreign policy
behavior of the United States as a "new nation" and the foreign
policy behaviors of new nations in Africa and :.sia; analogs
between the treatment of Indians in American society and apartheid
policy in the Union of South Africa, etc.).

Third, there is a good deal of stress placed upon the
importance of developing within students some understanding of
the sources within the human condition of variations or dif-
ferences in human actions and ways of life. ilinimally this
takes the form of the argument that students should develop an
urderstanding of the interrelated facts that: (1) most human
actions are socially learned behaviors (in contrast to being
biologically determined); (2) that what individuals learn is
determined in large measure by the content of the culture of
the group(s) into which they have been born and/or in which they
are members; (3) the content of the culture of different groups
varies; and (4) variations in the culture of human groups (bdth)
societies and sub-groups within societies) is the cumulative
result of many factors including the facts that the human species
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lives on a geogranhically and climatically betercrenous planet;
that the species historically has been snacially dispersed and
fragmented into several thousand local societies many of Which
have been socially isolated from each other; that a society's
or a groun's culture is a product of its historical experience
mhich is, like the personal experience of individuals, unirue
in some respects.

Fourth, and closely related to the last point, is an
increasing emphasis upon the importance of developing within
students understandings of basic human behavior and social
activities that are grounded in the concepts, theories, and
analytical problems of the behavioral sciences. This emphasis
appears to assume two major related forms. One is in the form
of a call for behavioral science based studies of particular
human behaviors or social activities (e.g. attitude formation,
socialization, urbanization, political narticination, etc.)
The second is in the form of an argument that students dhould
come to understand human beings (1) as biological systems, (2)

as personality systems, (3) as actors or role occupants within
social systems, (4) as 'products' of cultural systems, and (5)
as participants in natural ecological systems.

Fifth, there is clearly an emphasis in a great deal of
current thinking about vhat students ought to come to understand
about the human snecies on the importance of developing a con-
ceptual understanding of uhat can be termed 'structural charac-
teristics' of man as a species of life. 3y 'structural charac-
teristics" I have in mind dharacteristics of the human species
that substanially condition, mold, or structure inter-personal
and inter-group relations. 31hat are these 'structural character-
istics' about which students should develor, some understanding?
The following inventory is hardly exhaustive, but it appears to
summerize a range of phenomena about which the M-12 curriculum
should develop some conceptual understanding.

The human species is a racially diverse species.

The human species is a linguistically diverse species.

The human s7mcies is a culturally diverse species,
that is, characterized by variations in socially
shared perceptions, cognition, and valuations.
(This would include diversity in religious systems
and in systems of socio-political ideology, e.T. dem-
ocracy, communism, socialism, etc.)

The human species is an institutionally diverse
species, that is, dharacterized by variations in
family systems, educational systems, political
systems, economic systems, etc.

The human species is in general an economically
depressed species but with vast disparaties in the
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wealth, education, health, etc. enjoyed by its members.

The human species is a politically uncentralized
(or stateless) snecies.

The human sracies is demograAlically a raidly
expanding species.

The human species is an increasingly urbanized
species.

The human snecies is an increasingly violent
species (the nuMber of human beings who become
victims of violent conflict is increasing).

The human species is an increasingly industrialized
(or more broadly a medhanized) speciesz..

The 'human species is an increasingly interdenendent
species.

Sixth, there clearly is a growing concern with develoning
within students a "species centered" or "clobally focused*
understanding of man4s biological evolution and our cultural
development as a snecies. This is evidenced in efforts to place
contemporary man in the persnective of the srecies' natural
history the bulk of which tranw:dred before the dawn of the
classical civilizations. It is also evidenced in efforts to
focus upon the "great transformations" the periods of step-wise
change, in the human condition as points of emphasis in the
cultivation of young humans' historical understanding of their
species.

Seventh, and clearly related to the last point but
peehaps deserving of sIpecial note, is the emphasis n/acedby many
educators and social scientists unon the imnortance of developing
students' understanding of the process or dynamics of socio-cultur-
al change within the species and between the species and its
physical and biological environments. Since rapid and extensive
change is such a Ilervasive feature of modern life, and for
countless millions such an emotionally traumatic and socially
disruptive experience, it is argued, the phenomena of change
warrants special attention in the modern school's efforts to
develop students' understanding of man vua man.
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The Global Social System as an Object of Understanding

The international or global social system constitutes the
third element in the general model of the "objects" of inter-
national understanding. Mat kinds of understanding or knowledge
can and should the X,12 curriculum seek to impart about the inter-
national social system?

First, an understanding of the International social system
implies some knowledge of the major units or entities that
comprise the contemporary international system. In the context
of elementary and secondary education it would seam that we might
usefully think of the international system as being comprised
of three kinds of entities: territorial based societies of Which
the modern world's 130 or so nation-states are the primary
contemorary type; cross-national organizations; and areas of
"internationally owned" space.

In respect to the first of these -- nation-states -- there
is very widespread agreement that in addition to develoning
some knowledge about American and Trauropean societies, students
should develop some knowledge about African, ilsian, and Latin
American societies. In the second place, many educators and
social scientists are stressing that the kind of knowledae about
societies that students ouaht to 73e acquiring is a comparative
understanding. The call for comparative understanding anr)ears
to assume two major forms. One is essentially cross-historical
comparison. The plea is for an understanding of the mays in
Which contemporary nation-states and particularly large scale,
complex, and highly industrialized states resemble and differ
from primitive and traditional societies. The second is essentially
cross-sectional comparison of contemporary nation-states. The
plea is for the development of an understandina of concents in
terms of which the geography, histories, demography, social struc-
ture, cultures, levels of econordc development, etc. of different
societies can be compared. Or, to put the point a bit differently,
it is arrived that students should notbe learning discrete infor-
mation about particular nations (e.g. the chief exIlorts of country
X are soybean oil and tin ore; X is rr.led 73v a monarch; most of the
rteople in X are very poor, etc.). Raller, they ought to be accuiring
concepts 'which permit students to array nations of the modern world
along different dimensions relating to differences and similarities
in their history, veography, politics, economics, culture, relations
with other nations, etc. A

In respect to cross-national oraanizations there aylears
to be three distinct points that are emlhasized by many educators
and social scientists. First, and the most general, is that
contemporary students' understandinc of cross-national organi-
zation cannot be legitmately confined to a bit of knowledge
about the U.V. Students' should develcr,1 some consciousness
(even if they cannot acc:.uire a great deal of information) about
the more than one hundred organizations that link governments
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to governments and the several hundred private or non-governmental
organizations that span national loromndaries, particularly large
international bmsiness organizations, professional associations,
and the international scientific conmunity.

Two, there is an emphasis, particularly on the part of
social scientists, on the importance of developing students'
understanding of cross-national organizations in terms of the
functions they perform within the international system in con-
trast to simply developing their knowledge of formal organizational
structure. For example, students should develop some understanding
of the U.P. in terms of the function it performs as a center of
decision-making, a site for diplomatic negotiations, an agent in
the channeling of economic resources from the developed to the
developing nations, a forum for national propaganda, a peace-
keeping or policing institution, .etc.

Three; and closely related to the last point, there is some
emphasis being placed upon the importance of developing students'
understanding of cross-national organizations as alternative and/or
supplementary organizational structures to nation-states in the
performance of social eQonomics and political functions within
the international system, e.a., international organization as
major agencies of economic development, international agencies
as the "exploiters" of the mineral resources in the world's
oceans and sea beds, etc.

ay "internationally owned" space I have in mind of course
tbe planet's rolar regions, its oceans, and outer-space. The
development of soma understanding of the international status and
actual and potential uses of these areas, particularly the planbt's
oceans and outer-space world seam to be a significant item in the
develorment of students' understandinr- of the world system in
light of the fact that these area are very likely to assume in-
creasinc salience in world affairs in the decades immediately
ahead.

Second, an understanding of the international social system
implies some understanding of the ways in which national societies
relate to and ineract with one another. The development of sudh
understanding in turn vould seem to imply the development of
students' understanding of the following processes. (Clearly
this list is not exhaustive of all inter-societal processes, but
it apnears to capture the processes frequently stressed as being
important phenomena about Vhich students ought to develop some
understanding.)

Inter-nation conflict and conflict resolution.

Inter-nation war.

Inter-nation collaboration and integration.

Inter-nation trade, foreign aid, and foreign
investment.
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Inter-nation migration.

Inter-nation communication and transportation.

Foreign policy detision-mahing.

Cultural diffusion.

Inter-nation influence (power).

The formation of international attitudes, images
and perceptions.

Third, an understanding of the international social system
appears to imply some historical understanding of the nation-state
system. This reflects the thrust of an argument made by a rather
large number of educators and social scientists to the effect that
students should learn that historically the human species has been
politically organized in many ways and that nation-states are but
one of many possible systems. Students should COM3 to understand
that the ?olitical organization of the huran species into more than
one hundred nation-statos is historically of recant origin. They
dhould come to see that the nation-state system has been under-
going continuous chanrje since its origin in :74:stern 3urope during
the 17th Century and will continue to change and very lihely will
be superseded in time by new modes of political organization.

Fourth, the development of an understanding of the global
social system imnlies the development of some understanding of
major international social problems. 3y these I do not have in
mind particular current international rroblems such as the Israel-
Arab dispute, the 3erlin question, the Mashmir issue, etc., but
rather generalized problems created by the structure of the system
and/or dhanges occuring within the system. Among major problems
of continuing salience within the international community are:

The control of inter-group, particularly inter-nation,
violence and the peaceful resolution of conflict.

The control of population growth.

Increasing the wealth, education, health, and power
(capacity to participate in or influence social
decisions that affect one's life) of the developing
two-thirds of manhind.

Limiting or reducing the social and ..?sychological
costs of world wide urbanization, technological change,
and the development of large-scale, highly bureauc-
ratized social organizations, both private and public.

Limiting and controlling further deterioration in tbe
human dnvironment, in the biosphere -- that thin layer
of earth, vater, and air that supports all life.
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Problems of exploiting the resources of the world's
oceans and outer-space for the welfare of mankind in
general.

magary -- The concern of this paper is the question: uhat
contributions can and should the 112 curriculum make to childrens'
and young peoples' international education?

I have noted that traditionally this question has been an-
swered with the assertion that the curriculum ought to develop
students' international understanding. The concept of inter-
national understanding implies that there are objects or things
to be understood, and I have attempted up to this point to outline
in summary form what might be considered to be najor "objects"
of international understanding.

First, I have said that in its broadest sense international
understanding might be taken to mean an understanding of the
world system.

Second, I have suarested that it might be useful to view the
schools as being capable of making three primary hinds of contr-
ibutions to the development of students' understanding of the
world system; an understanding of the earth as a planet, an under-
standing of mankind as t species of life, me. an understanding of
the global social system as one level of human social organ-
ization.

Third, I have attempted to spell out in surnary form what
there is &lout the planet, the species, and the international
social system that many educators and social scientists feel
should be emphasized in teaching about these ?henomena.

Dimensions of Internationrd UndersOnding

If the concept of international understanding points
outuard toward "objects" to be understood, the concept also points
inward toward certain qutlities, characteristics, or capacities
to be developed within individuals. These are uhat I have in
mind in speahing of the "dimensions" of international understanding.

Viewed from this perspective we can think of international
understanding as a quality malogous to height or weight. That
is, ue can view international understanding as both a continum
(more accurately a sat of continua) and as a characteristic
(more accurately a set of characteristics) ?ossessed in varying
decrees by individuals. Just as one can order a population of
individuals along a continum ranging from those uho possess the
most height (the tallest) to those who possess the least height
(the shortest); so in imagination, ue can arrange individuals
along a continuum ranging from those uho possess a great deal
of "international understanding" to those uho -lossess very
little "international understanding".
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That is we can do this if ve can conceptualize the qual-
ities or characteristics that define "international understanding."

I feel that the conce:ntion of international education de-
veloped previously points to one (of hat are hopefully many)
promising apnroaches to this problem. If me can think of the morld
as a global system, then ve can also usefully think of individuals
as actors or participants in this system. If ve do this, then ue
can ask the question: I:ow do individuals participate in,the world
system? Or more broadly and accurately put, mhat are the modes
in terms of uhich individuals relate to the uorld system?

rerhaps it may be useful to distinguish six primary ways or
modes of relating to the uarld system at least in the content of
elementary and secondary education. Or to use the term "role"
in a very loose and popular sense, one might fruitfully think of
individuals as performing six major roles within the world system.

First, individuals .lossess knowledge about and understanding
of varieus phenomena mithin the uorld system.

second, individuals mahe analytical judgments about various
phenomena within the world system. By this I mean that they make
judgments about what is or is not true, vhat is or is not empiri-
cally the case, mhat is or is not "reality" or "fact". To assert
that poverty is a cause of revolutions; to believe that a rich
world mill be a peaceful uorld; to assert that alliances cause
wars; to argue that differences in the tylles of clothes tleople
wear can be the claim that there are racially related differences
in human intelligence --- is to make analytic judgment about the
world system.

Third, individuals make normative judgments or evaluations
of phenomena within the world system. nost of the time these
judaments are in the form of attitudes. To believe that it is
wrong for the French government to stir up French Canadian senar-
atist sentiment; to argue that it is not true that Viet Vam is an
immoral war; to believe that foreigners are inferior to Americans
--- is to make normative judgments.

Four, individuals are observers of the current history of
the world system. The great bulk of the system's current history,
including most "publically significant" events is experientially
remote from the personal lives of most individuals and is knoun
only indirectly. This means that the process of observing current
history in large measure is a matter of sorting out, evaluating,
and organizing the barrage of "messages" that flow through a comp-
lex network of elite, mass, and interpersonal communication that
makes up the world's communication system. An individual listening
to a conversation about recent events in Viet Nam or the report
of a recently returned visitor from Czechoslovakia; reading a
newspaper story of the day's events in the United Nations; watch-
ing a TV special about an international crisis; listening to a
lecture on recent developments in the chemistry of human learning
--- is functioning as an observer of the current history of the
world system.
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Fifth, individuals aro policy analysts and critics. As an
intellectual operation the process of analyzing and judging the
policies or actions of orvanized grouns within the world system
(narticularly the foreign policy decisions and actions of national
governments) appears to involve a complex blending of knowledge,
analytical skill, evaluation, and observation coMbined with a
capacity for judgment in the face of normally incomnlete infor-
mation and future uncertainty. To reject a proposal to intensify
air raids on the grounds that it would be unwise for the United
States to escalate the war in Viet Man because og lihely counter-
moves on the part of China; to deem impractical a ,,roposed increase
in foreign aid because such a move would not command sufficient
ublic supnort; to argue for an extension of the nuclear test ben

treaty on the grounds that resumption o2 surface testing mould be
detrimental to the health of the lumen species --- is to function
in the role of policy analyst and critic.

Sixth, individuals are actors in the international social
system. To be a soldier in a national military force abroad; to
be a student studying abroad; to interact with non-Americans in
social or business situations; to travel abroad as a tourist; to
buy (or refuse to buy) consumer nroducts from abroad (e.g. Polish
ham, French wines, or Soviet caviar); to be a re'resentative of
one's national government in international transactions --- are
a few examnles of the multinlicity of ways in whiCh individuals
function as actors within:It tbe world system.

Each of these "roles" can be performed with varying degrees
of competence. Individuals can be more or less sophisticated in
their understandings; they can be more or less skillful in making
analytical judgments, and so on. The competence with Which an
individual performs these roles ould seem to be a function of
the capabilities or ca.17acities he brings to the role in much the
same sense that the quality of an actor's performance is a funct-
ion of the abilities he brings to his role within a play or movie.

What are the defining characteristics of competency? That
is, in respect to each of these roles what crualities or charact-
eristics distinguidh the internationally competent citizen from
the internationally incompetent citizen? Throw-ill an examination
of the extent literature combined with conversations with several
social scientists and educators I have endeavored to construct a
partial profile or model of the internationally competent citizen.
It is partial in the sense that clearly the profile does not cap-
ture all of the qualities that might '3e legitimately associated
with competency, but hopefully the model serves to point up a sel-
ected number of qualities or characteristics that are narticularly
salient in considering the contribution tthich the N-12 curriculum
can and dhould make to the international education of children
and adolescents.

717
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Indtviduqls as the Possessors of Nnowledqe and
Underptandinl'-of the World S7stem

Looked at from the standpoint of 71ein:7 the possessor of
knowledge about and understanding of the world system, what are
the distinguishing dharacteristics of the internationally competent
citizen?

First, there appears to be widespread agreement that the inte-
rnationally competent citizen possess a concentual understanding of
various phenomena within the world system. This is to say, his
understanding of the system is in the form of an expanding fund
of both increasingly abstract and increasingly detailed conceptual-
izations of the system and its component phenomena. This can be
contrasted to understanding in the form of a body of memorized
factual information. Heedless to say, these two kinds of "under-
standings" are not mutually exclusive. A person developing an
increasingly complex and rich body of concaltual understandinos
of given phenomena will also accmire an accumulating fund of more
or less snecific factual information about those jhenomena. Mow-
ever, as so much of the "new social studies" literature points
out, the converse can be true. That is, individuals can learn
facts without a corresnonding en.fension in the abstractness,
complexity or ridhness of their conceptual understanding.

Another my of -)utting this point is to say that the inter-
nationally coroetent citizen possesses the capacity to think con-
ceptually about various .Dhenomena within the world system. This
is to say, he .perceives or visualizes any phenomenon in two ways.
He is capable of viewing it as one instance or one member of a more
general (hence abstract) class or ropulation of analytically com-
parable nhenorena, and he is also canable of distinguidhing be-
tween particular nhenomenon falling within the general class.
For example, a student mho can think conceptually about the
American revolution can think of the American revolution as one
instance of a more general phenomena called revolution. Me can,
in dhort, perceive the American revolution as one member of a
large population of revolutions. At an even more abstract level
he can think of revolution (including the American revolution)
as a sub-class of a more general phenomena called political change.
At the same time he locates the limerican revolution as one member
of a nopulation of events called revolutions, the student can
discriminate the American revolution from the French, British,
Mexican, Cdban, etc., revolutions.

Second, the internationally competent citizen nossesses a
ololpal understanding of the world system and its component phen-
omena. 3y this I mean an understanding of the whole in contrast
to simply a discrete understanding of the parts that comnrise the
whole. The meaning of this, and its imlications for teaching,
are easily illustrated Iv looking at the hind of understanding ona
seeks to develop in teaching about American society. In a course
in rnerican history one might teach about Congress, abollt courts,
about the frontier, about differences 7)etween various ceorwaphical
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regions --- in a mord, elotxt a hundred and one thincs. 77.xcept in

the most extreme of "fact oriented" classrooms the development of
a fund of knowledm dbout particular thjects mithin ilmerican
society is not taken as the sole end of instuction. One does not,
for example, have students compare the geogranhy of the Great
Plains and the geography of the Southeast simply to generate knoml-
edge about these regions as separate entities. ilteacher's object-
ive in this case may be multiple. For instance, he may seek to
develop an understanding of a given concept from geography or a
given inquiry shill, but clearly one of the purnoses behind having
students study the two regions is to develop their understanding of
the mhole of Which the regions are parts; in a word, to develop
their understanding of American society as a society. Or, to put
the point a bit differently, the teacher is not simply seeking to
develop the students' knowledge of particular differences between.
particular regions. Rather, he is seeking to expand students'
understanding of regional variations as one feature or character-
istic of the structure of American society. In the case of the
world, it is a comparable kind of understanding of the world
system perceived as a totality that characterizes the internation-
ally competent citizen.

Perhaps I can illustrate that I have in mind by a global
understanding in this mey. A student mho has developed some gldbal
understanding of morld economics does not simoly perceive the world
in terms of there being same ridh nations and many noor nations;
he can visualize the matter in terms of tha global distribution of
the morld's wealth. Me can, in ihort, think of sudh a thing as the
"world's total maalth" and visualize that wealth as being unevenly
distributed amonr the human s'lecies. A student mho can think
globally dbout the world system does not simply think of trade
between the U.S. and Britain, or trade between the Soviet Union and
Italy, etc., but can visualize these as ',articular elements in
the overall global trading system. A student mho can globally
think of the world system does not simply know that different groups
within the world speak different languages, he can also visualize
the human species as a linguistically diverse species.

Third, the internationally competent citizen possesses a
conceptually complex comarative understanding of the morld system
and its component phenomena. "Comparative understanding" implies
a concentual understanding in the sense dimussed above. That is,
it is a ca...lacity to perceive, to think of, or to imagine any given
phenomenon (be it a particular event, a particular social system,
a particular biological species, a particular action, a narticular
planet, etc.) hs one instance of a much larger population of
analytically comparable events, social systems, etc., that can be
compared with one another. For instance, it means the capacity
to think of the migration of 2uropeans to America as one instance,
or one example, or one case study, of the general phenomena of
human migration. For example, a student who can think comparatively
dbout the Surmean migration can (if provided the necessary in-
formation) note similarities and differences between the migration
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of Europeans to Borth and South America and the earlier migration
of Asiatic ileoples to North and South .::Imerica. 14ore broadly a
capacity to think comparatively implies a capacity to think of the
world system as one of mhat are very likely thousands of analy-
tical comparable systems scattered about the universe; a capacity
to think of mankind as one form of life in a much larger system
of life, a capacity tia think of the global social system as a
system which can be compared with human social systems at the
subplanetary level.

I use the adjective "conceptually comnlex" comparative
understanding to refer to three particular kinds of canacities.
One, is an awareness of the fact that any two or more things are
not entirely alike or entirely different. Conceptual comnlexity
implies an dbility to perceive any tuo or more Objects of com-
parison as being both alike and different at the same time.
This point is succinctly made by Clyde Kluchhohn and Henry A.
Murray: "Every man is in certain respects

a. like all other men
b. like some other men
c. like no other man." (31)

What is true of individuals is also true of the other units
of analysis in the social sciences - - - societies, social systems,
cultural systems, historical events, historical eras, etc. For
example the American revolution is like all revolutions in some
respects, like some others but not all other revolutions in still
other respects, and in still other gespects a unime historical
exnerience. Or, :merican society shares some dharacteristics with
all human societies; other characteristics with some but not all
other human societies; and it possesses some attributes uhich are
uniquely American.

To, conceptual sophistication im..-dies an awareness of the
influence of sampling on one's relative .lerception of difference
and similarities. For instance, in the context of a fourth grade
classroom, a teacher might tend to see more difference than sim-
ilarities between the two fourth grade students. But were the
sample of observations expanded to include all elementary school
children, her perce7ition may reverse, and she uould tend to see
more similarities than differences between the two fourth grade
children. Similarly, in looking at nations in the modern uorld
a sample that included only the United States and the Soviet Union
might lead Observers to emphasize the differences between the two
societies, and to play down similarities, but were the sample to
be expanded to include Chad, Burma, Haiti, and India, an: observer
might conclude that the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. as highly developed,
industrial societies are very much alike in many respects when
compred to the less developed nations of the uorld.

Three, conceptual sophistication implies a capacity to view
most differences as a matter of degree rather than of kind. For
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example, the internationally competent citizen does not think of
political systems as beina either democratic or not democratic; of
economic systems as beina either industrialized or non-industrial-
ized; of societies being eith3r modern or not modern, etc. Rather,
he is capable of seeing these (and most attributes in terms of
Which most phenomena are described and differences noted) as com-
plex properties Which different units can possess in varying de-
grees. For instance, he can think of the world's national pol-
itical systems as arranged along a graduated continuum from those
that are highly democratic to those that are highly non-democratic.

Individuals as the Makers of Analytical Judaments

As indicated above, by analytic judgments I have in mind
judgments about the nature of reality or fact; assertions about
that is true or not true. They are, in short, judgments about the
validity of empirical beliefs. Needless to say, all of us make
innumerable analytic judgments every day. We do so for the simple
reason that to believe is to make choices. Every belief (every
image of any phenomena) represents a choice from among alternative
beliefs. To believe that the planet's shape is round is to choose
from among alternative beliefs, e.g., it is flat, it is cdbe, etc.
To believe that economic develo-Iment involves cultural change is
to make a choice from among possible alternative beliefs, e.g.,
economic development is simrly a matter of imparting technological
and managerial skills into a society, etc.

Viewina individuals as the makers of analytical judgments,
What are the definina characteristics of the internationally
competent citizen? There is massiva volume of commentary dealing
with analysis or inquiry within elementary and secondary schools.
An examination of this literature suggests that we might usefully
view the schools as making two major (and related) hinds of con-
tributions to the development of students' capacity to make what
might be termed a "realistic" attitude toward knowledge and the
other is the develonment of some undarstandinc, of and skill in
the .3rocess of social scientific incluiry.

In respect to the first of these matters, that is attitude
toward knowledge, it would seem that the internationally competent
citizen possesses at least three capabilities. One, he is able to
perceive or think of human knowledge in any area or in respect to
any phenomena as a corpus of man-created images or hypotheses which
is subject to continuous change through the processes of (a) aban-
doning or discarding traditional beliefs, (b) redefining or refor-
mulating traditional beliefs, and (c) creating new beliefs. Closely
linked to the cognitive ability to r;erceive or think of knowledge
in this way is an emotional ca.:yacity to live with tentativeness
or the absence of finality or certainty, and a tolerance of am-
biguity about what constitutes warranted or unwarranted beliefs.

Two, the internationally competent citizen is aware of the
fact that any phenomena can be conceptualized in a multiplicity of
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ways. ror example, a phenomena lihe violence can be analyzed from
several perspectives, e.g., in terms of the biology, the psychology,
or the sociology of violence. As a result, surrounding any phenom-
ena there can be many different kinds of beliefs which provide
alternative but not necessarily conflicting images of the Phenom-
ena in question. In short, the internationally competent citizen
realizes that the problem of human knowledge in general is like
the knowledge problem faced by the blind men Who sought to describe
an elejhant from information about the dhape of different parts.
Because of his awareness of the problem of ,lorspective, the inter-
nationally competent citizen is capable of entertaining alterna-
tive conceptualizations and of exploring alternative frames of
reference or models of analysis in examinina any phenomenon. ror
examle, an internationally competent citizen is able to think
about a phenomenon such as sacred -:cows in India from more than
one persrective. He might, for instance, be able to think about
sacred cows within the context of Mindu theology, ithin the con-
text'of the cultural history of India, ithin the content of the
manifest and latent functions performed by the custom in different
social systems within Indian society, and within the context of
India's food problem.

Third, and related to the last 2oint, the internationally
competent citizen hes some awareness of the sociology of knowledge,
an ability to perceive that perco%Dtions and interpretations of
the world are conditioned by the culture and social situation of
the observer.

The second dimension of analytical comnetence consists of
some conceptual understandinq of and skill in the process of social
scientific inquiry. An understanding of the process of inquiry
would seem to entail the development of some understanding of:

1. The nature of analytical ..nroblems or questions in
the social sciences.

2. The nature of and types of propositions or hypo-
thesis found in the social sciences.

3. The nature of comcepts and variables.

4. The logic and rethodologIr of sampling.

5. The logic of meituremeht and the methods of
data collection in the social sciences.

6. The logic of evidence in social inquiry.

7. The nature and uses of theory in social inquiry.

The development of dLills in social inquiry seam to imply
the develorment of the following kind of abilities or capacities,
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1. An ability to distinguish statements evpressing
descriptive beliefs, explanatory beliefs, predictive
beliefs, and normatiVe.:;bbliefs.

2. An ability to identify end formulate in question form
analytical problems inherent in a set of data or in an
argument about a given phenomena and to critically
appraise these formulations.

3. An ability to identify alternative beliefs about a given
phenomena and to state these beliefs in the form of
explicit prolpositions ar hypotheses.

4. An ability to recognize and to explicate the logical
implications of hypotheses.

5. An ability to identify the conce:,ts that must be defined
end the variables that must bo "measured" in order to
empirically test propositions or hypotheses.

G. An ability to conce7tvally define these concepts end to
think of or "invent" wwys in Which variables might be
measured.

7. An ability to criticallNy examine conceptual definitions
and operational measures.

C. An ability to identify the kind and form o2 inforration
or data that a test of 1:xly:Nositions calls for; that is,
the kind and form of data implied by pronosed operational
measures of variables.

g. An ability to collect, organize and to evaluate data
in terms of their aDnarent validity and reliability.

10. An ability to evaluate hypotheses or rropositions in
light of data and then to accordingly reject them,
modify them, or accept them.

11. An ability to relate two or more nronositions
together to form a "theory."

12. An ability to recognize or identify the Logical
implications of a theory.

13. An ability to judge or evaluate the merits of
alternative theories.

Individuals al the Lktkars of Uprmative Judments

Vormative judgements, or evaluations, are claims about the
goodness or badness, the desirability or undesirability, the
ap:::ropriateness or the inaperopriateness of given phenomena.
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Normative judgments wou/d appear to contain two major elements.
One of these can be termed value claims (or value judments), and
the other performance claims (or appraisals). The first of these
consists of assertions about the qualities, characteristics, or
properties in terms of Wilich a given phenomenon is to be judged,
arylaraised, or evaluated. The second element is assertions that
e given phenomenon does or does not possess or exhibit the desirld
qualities, characteristics, or properties. -.Tor example, the
assertion that "nary X would not make a good wife because she
cannot cook," is a normative judgment. itconsists on the ono
hand of tbe value claim that woren as prospective uives are to be
judged as good or bed bets in terms of the quality "ability to
cook," and on the other band, it contains the an?raisal that Nary
X lachs this essential ruality. To take a somewhat more complex
illustration: "Nation-states are historically outmoded forms of
,lolitical organization because they cannot under conditions imposed
by modern weapons tedhnologv .1rovide a high level of security from
violence." The value claim in this judgment consists of the asser-
tion that nation-states no longer possess this valued auality, that
is, they cannot provide a hic,h level of security from violence.

Viewing individuals as the makers of normative judgments,
What are the defining characteristics of the internationallv comnetent
citizen? First, the internationallv com latent citizen is emotionally
ca.lable of making relatively rational normative judc:ments. This
seems to be a primary thrust of What is sometimes referred to as the
"mental hygiene" approach to education for international under-
standing. The emnhasis is upon the cultivc.tion of mentally or
emotionally healthy individuals Who are -)sychologically free to
Lierceive and hence to evaluate the world around Clem 'with a modi-
cum of objectivity or rationality. Rationalitv, or more accurately
rational judgnents, in this context would seem to lean judgments
characterized by emotional or cathetic commitments concrruent uith
the values that a person or group is sedking to realize. An eval-
uation is non-rational to the degree that it involves an emotional
commitment to a course of action, to an institution, to a policy,
etc., uhich is either unrelated to tha values being sought or is
actually destrtuctive of these values. In shoit, rational eval-
uations are evaDiationsqraundefion the one hand in a clear image
of the values Wherson seeks to realize, and on the other hand,
in an accurate perception of reality. In contrast, non-rational
evaluations are grounded in a false consciousnlss of the values
that aro most invortant to the person, and/or false perceptions
of reality. Non-rational evaluations tend to derive from efforts
to satisfy one's personality needs, or from one's desire to comply
with the minions dominant in important referenie groulps. In a
word, to judge something good or bad because suvh judgment satis-
fies one or more ego needs, or to judcje it good or ;lad because the
judgment comnlies with the opinion of imlortant reference groups,
is to evaluate non-rationally. In contrast, to judge something
good or bad because there is "good reason" to believe that it
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is supportive or destructive of vlecified values, even though
the judgment fails to comply with whc.t one widhes mere the case
or with what one's reference groups deem to be true, is to eval-
uate rationally.

Two, the internationally com.letent citizen is canable of
analyzing normative conflicts in terms of the sources of dis-
agreement that give rise to the conflict in cuestion. This would
seem to imply an ability to distinguish semantic sources of dis-
agreement (i.e., disagreement generated by different usages or
meanings of words), empirical sources of conflict (i.e., conflict
arising from divergent perceptions of reality), and value con-
flicts (i.e., conflict arising from differences in value claims
and dilierences in the values or dualities in terms of mhich a
given phenomenon is to be judged). For example, in the context
of international education a student Who bad daveloped a capacity
to analyze normative arguments in terms o2 the sources of conflict
mould be able to discriminate between the following kinds of dis-
agreements.

A claims: U.S. withdrawal from Viet Nam mould sub-
stantially increase the %.,robability of
World War III.

3 counter U.S. withdrawal from Viet Nam mould Cecrease
claims: the lilmlihood of World War III.

C claims: NationX is more democratic than Uation
because NationXhas hr.'..d more free elections.

D counter UationX cannot be more denocratic then
claims flation Y because Nation X has no social

melfare programs.

E claims:

F counter
claims:

It is imoortant to increase spending for
snace mcoloration because if me don't the
Soviet Union will out run us in the space
race.

It is important to reduc e. s.Dace snending
so as to have more money for an attack
upon human problems in ueban areas.

The disagreement between 4 & El reflects different perceptions
of reality. In the second instance C D are in disagreement
because of different definitions or conceptions of uhat "democracy"
imolies. In the last case, E 4 F disagree because of differences
in the values in terms of which the space program is to be appraised
(or at least a difference in the priority assigned to different
values).
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Three, the internationally competent citizen is capable of

making explicit evaluations or reflective judgments. 3xplicit
evaluations can be defined as evaluations:

(1) Characterized by an explicit secification of the
values, criteria or standards in terms of Iihich
s2ecified phenomena are to be judged good or bad,
desirable or undesirable, etc.

(2) Characterized by the specification of behavioral
definitions or observable indicatiols of these values
or criteria.

(3) Characterized by the sy.)ecifications of means by which
the necessary information or data needed for judgment
can be obtained.

Charles NbClelland illustrates vh:at the process of ennlicit
evaluation might look like with a scenario that de.Acts a classroom
of the future in uhich teacher and students have access to a
computerized information storage and retrieval system.

Student: "Do you think the Russians are better than
the Chinese?"

Teacher: "In uhat way? 77hat do you mean ,:ihen you ash,
are they better?"

S: "Well, do the aussians vahe more good things for
the people--like cars, movies, refrigerators?
Laybe aussians have more good things to eat?"

"Make a list of What all you think are 'good
things;' let me go over your list and then!
you can ask the computer for information."

Computer: "The data requested are as follows. .

S: (Studying the Ilrintout) "Sea, the nussians are
better."

T: "Yes; but you still didn't check to see how much
better. You:Aidn't think to find out how many
zleo:Ile there ere in each country, how much income
they receive, who gets tihat of uhat you call 'good
things,' and Tihether or not China is making
faster progress than nussia in .roducin(7 the :?ro-
ducts on your list. Ilre you sure you think that
being able to make and use things like cars would
mahe tha Russians hatter than the Chinese? 3ut
first you dhould get the additional information
from the machine. You dhould write your questions
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so you can find out what the average :wson
receives in both countries; also try the lowest
25% and the highest 25%. Do vou kncm how to do
that? Remember to convert to $ equivalents."

S: "Yes."

C: "The distribution of passenger motor vehicles
in the wan is . etc."

S: "I'll have the computer compare all this to
the United States. Then I'm goin r! to try to
get information on two more things: are
Russians hap?ier than the Chinese and do
Russians have more freedom than the Chinese?
71hen I do that, I am going to get the facts about
happiness and freedom for the United States and
Sweden too, just to make it more interesting."

T: "You can't thinh of any way to show ha7rliness,
can you? You can think about that iile you
finish the comparison for the United aates on
your products, population, income, and the dollar
and par capita problems."

S: "1 already know what to try for happiness. I'll
use suicides, vacations eo,Ile tahe, pecole in
hospitals, murders, divorces, orphans, how long
necole live on the average, and maybe public oninion
polls on what people say they vorry about in all
four countries. hnd, for freedom, I can check
on elections, voters, churches, newsl)aners, how
many .leonle gat to travel to other countries, and
things like that."

T: "That's good but you probably will have some
.,?roblems. Just thinh about your indicators;
you will have to convince me that they really
stand for the things you say they stand for."

C: "The requested data are not available as
follows "

S:

T:

"1 have emnty cells for vacations, churches,
and polls for the Peoples Republic of China.
There are some funny things too in the ha,Ini-
ness index for Sweden and the USW,. I think
Swedes are happier than the Russians but the
picture is mid up. at do I do now?"

"Which are l'ou going to believeyour personal
impressions or your findings? You dhould know
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T:

"

Later
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by now that interpreting your printouts is the
hard part. There are validity problems with all
sets of indicators; you ill learn in high sdhool
how to estimate the probable amount of error in
your aggregated dryta and some ways to correct
for it. Do the best you can with What you have
now. Mat are you going to do about your empty
cells? You didn't get anything on Chinese
vacations. How is that to be explained?"

"Our computer just doesn't know that. Or maybe
they don't have vacations. Or maybe their govern-
ment doesn't let out the information. That would
be good for the freedom inden--if I could find out
what information is censored by the governnent.
I guess the Chinese don't have vacations. I'll
just dron vacations."

"It is possible that there are some data estimates
on religion in China. If you went to follow that,
I'll approve a question to the central network."

"I'll fill out the form."

S: "I have evervthinc, completed now to show how
aussia is better than China but I don't think
I can rea117 decide. Zulyway, the program turned
out another way when I added the U.S. and Sweden."

T: "Go ahead and write your summary. Keep to the
facts that you actually used and don't add a
lot of statements about matters that you did not
investigate. Show your conclusions but indicate
which ones you are sure about and Which ones are
less reliable, no matter how mudh you like them.
Your choice of the original question was a poor
one but I let you go ahead to see if you could
correct it. You did fairly well. Next time you
program see if you can't make a series of more
important and interesting comparisons. ilaybe
you started on freedom and sneech and press
for maybe, ten countries in the Atlantic area
and see What generalizations .dbout legal re-
striction can be made for lVN) to the present.
I thin% the computer has all the information
you need." (32)

Four, the internationally com.2etent citizen is capable of
making "humane" evaluations. I use the term "humane" to refer to
a complex set of presumably related vuantities fremently ment-
ioned in the international education literature. Humane evalu-
ations are defined as evaluations characterized by:



1. A relative freedom from the-influence of eaocentric
thinkincr. egocentric thinking can be defined as thinking proceed-
ing from the assumption that others see the world in the same ray
that I see it. Thus, if I perceive my actions (or those of some
group to which I belong) to be cood, peaceful, generous, benevolent,
etc., others must see the same cualities in these actions. For
example, if one sees American foreign aid as an expression of
American benevolence and concern, and is egocentric in his thinking,
he unreflectively assumes that his percaltion of American aid is
the only possible perception and, "hence, the recipient of the aid
will also perceive it as an expression of benevolence and concern.
Hence, the recipient can be exoected to reciprocate with express-
ions of gratitude. Ilhen recipients fail to do this, they must be
judged ingrates suffering from a moral deficiency, and not de-
serving of continued solicitude.

2. A relative freedom .from ethnocentric thinkinc. Ethno-
centric thinking is closely related to egocentric thinking, and is
probably indistincvishable from it in most situations. Ethno-
centrism is the tendency to think of the actions, customs, instit-
utions, ideologies, etc., of the ?articular groups to uhich one
beloncs as superior to the actions, institutions, etc., of outside
rroul3s. Nerodotus provides an excellent working definition of
ethnocentrism in cbserving that:

. if one were to offer men to choose out of all
the customs in the world such as seemed to them best,
they would e:camine the uhole nuMber, end end by pre-
ferring their own; so convinced are they that their
o n usages far surpass those of all others. . . ."

Lacitgey_p_taq.3i.relativefreedornter.o.b.'C-:thi'lan,-. Stereo-
troic thinkinv can be defined as thinking Which is dominated by
the use of universal and closed generalizations about or char-
acterizations of some grouo, process, social institution, culture,
ideology, etc.

4 "Dimensionally complex" comoarisons. Zormative judgments
reflecting "dimensionally complex" comparisons are evaluations that
reflect an auareness of the fact that any phenomenon of any com-
plexity can (and normally should be) judged by not one but many
.standards, and that a phenomenon so judged can be judged "good"
in some respects and "bad" in other respects. Thus the United
States may be judged ihferior to several other societies in some
respects .(e.g., a relatively high rate of infant mortality com-
pared with several European nations) and be judged comparatively
superior to other societies in still other respects (i.e., a high
level of agricultural productivity).

5. Em.lathic thinkina. Em?athy can be generally defined as
a canacity to "step into nnother's shoes" and accordingly nerceive
of the uorld as others view it. It is an &linty to syrnathet-
ically imagine how an action, an institution, an event, etc.,
appears to other persons v7ao l00% at the phenomena from a cultural
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or situational context different from one's own. 73valuations
dharacterized by empathy uould seem to be generally identifiable
by the absence of ridicule and ol aasumptions of stupidity and/or
immorality on the part of the individuals or groups uhose actions,
institutions, beliefs, etc., are boing evalt:ated.

G. "Wor1d-min4ecr thinking. By gworld-minded" thinking I
have in mind a general perception of and value orientation toward
the world that proceeds from a world view of the problems o2 human-
ity. It is an ability to identify with mankind in general rather
than simply one's own national, racial, religious grouLls, etc.,
in juSging international phenomena.

Individu4s istg Foreign Policy Artalysts and Critics

In a great many res1Dects the contemporary international
political system is stibstantially different from the classical
nation-state system of the 1Cth and 19th Centuries. However,
nation-states continue to be major centers of decision making with-
in the inter-national system, and hence one of the major ways in
Which individuals participate in the international system are as
analysts and critics of the foreign policy decisions of their own
national governments. :Jhat are the distinguishing characteristics
of the internationally competent citizen viewed as a ,lolicy analyst
and critic? 'aline there is not a great deal of literature found
explicitly on this matter, a couple of points seem to stand out.

2irst, the internationally comnetent citizen possesses some
knowledge of how foreign policy decisions aro made. Ee has, in
short, som understanding of the stL.ucture and cxocess of foreign
noligy decision-making, particularly uithin his own nation.

Second, the internationally competent citizen is able to
analyze foreign policy decisions in terms of the major factors
operating within the decisional process, and to make judgments
about .oarticular decisions (actual or nroposed) in light to these
factors. This would appear to imply an ability to analyze and to
judge decisions in terms of the following hinds of ruestions:

1. Will this decision really 'help attain my country's
goals?

2. Will this decision work out well, given other nations'
goals end possible actions?

2. Do we have the rasources to carry out this action in
wealth, uar-power, other nations' support, etc.7

4. Do; this action fit the economic situation of my
nation and its allies?

5. All the politicians and public support this action??

G. 1i11 this action create important military risks or
us and our allies?

40
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7. Will this line of action seriously endan7er future
international cooneration or the welfare of the human
race?

C. Is this action realistic, given what is known about the
feelings, fears, or attitudes of other countries and
their leaders?

S. Is this action morel or immoral in terms of any one of
my country's deenest heliefs?

10. Given the situation as analyzed, is this an action
Where benefits outweigh risks and costs? Does it need
to be done at this time?

Individuals as Observers of Current Eistorv

In an era of mass communication mhen virtually all Americans
are linked to a worldwide environment throumh radio, 'Mr, and a
massive system of news gathering, one of tbe major vays in uhich an
individual relates to the world mrsten is es an observer of the
system's current history. Vieuin,7 individuals in this role, what
are the defining characteristics of the internationallv competent
citizen? There are at least three cmalities thr...t warrant attention.

2irst, the internationally competent citizen .2ossesses en
interest in current events; that is, he has the motivation to seek
out information about the current history of his world.

Second, the internationally com,:etent citizen nossesses the
vocabulary and conceptual understandint7s necessarN, to follow
current events through the news media, Tv s.,Pecials, and in semi-
scholarly commentary in newsna?ers and magazines.

Third, the internationally com.:etent citizen ..possesses some
knowledge and understanding of the communication system that links
him to events, develolpments, decisions, etc., occurring in his
international environment. This would seem to include some under-
standing of how "the news" is collected and processed by the news
services, newspaners, and radio and TV stations; some knowledge of
how the type of media influences the content of the "the news";
and some knowledge of the situational, sociological, and .psydho;
logical factors which influence What "news" an individual is ex-
iposed to and how he reacts to it.

Individuals as 2-xtors

Individuals relate to the world system in all the ways just
discussed. In addition they are actors within the system. Viewing
individuals from this perspective, what qualities are evidenced
by or in the actions of internationally competent citizens?

If asked of any sample of educators or social scientists
this question will yield a wide variety of responses. I suspect,
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however, that most of us would note in ono way or another five
general points. To begin uith, the interrntionally competent
citizen evidences in his interaction and relation with others a
sensitivity to and a tolerance if not nositive acce?tance of
cultural diversity. Minimally, this womld seem to mean that he
does not through ignorance or indifference act so as to deprecate
or ridicule individuals or groups culturally different from himself.
In a word he evidences a resnect for the customs, beliefs, and
life styles of others. And beyond the level of simnle tolerance
the internationally competent citizen evidences in his actions a
"cosmopolitan enjoyment" of cultural diversity.

Secondly, the actions of the internationally competent
citizen evidence a capacity to emotionally and intellectually cone
with change. This uould seem to include: (a) a :lerception of
dhange as a natural or inevitable feature of the human condition;
(b) a capacity to think of change in terms of its systemic causes
and effects; and (c) an openness to or pro-attitude toward change
coMbined with a sensitivity to the social and nsychological costs
of change and a supportive attitude toward efforts designed to
comoensate the "victims" of change.

Third, the internationally competent citizen evidences in
his actions a sensitivitv to and accentance of the "foreicn nolicy
implications" of mankind's growing interdependence. For :mericans
oarticularly this would seem to imply on t.7-te one hand a recognition
of the limits of national power and on the other band an accentance
of an obligation to assist in the economic development of the
develoning two-thirds of mankind.

Fourth, the internationally competent citizen evidences by
his actions multiple group loyalties. He does not feel that any
one group within mankind (whether it 7,e a nation, a race, a religion,
a "civilization." a socio-economic class, etc.) can legitimately
command a monopoly of obligation, loyalty, or identification. He
oerceives himself as being a morally responsible member of many
human grouos at the national, sub-national, and supra-national
levels of human social organization. Intimately linked to the
ability to ;erceive oneself as a resnonsible member of many human
grouos is an emotional capacity to tolerate a relatively high
level of ethical or moral ambiguity and inter-role conflict.

Fifth, the internationally competent citizen evidences a
capacity to emotionally tolerate continued conflict and tension
within national and international communities. nather than elim-
inating human tension and conflict, the increasing interdependence
of the human soecies is very likely to lead to increased tension
and conflict. Thus, it would seem that one of the character-
istics of the internationally competent citizen is a capacity to
act lth restraint in the face of tension and conflict.

Summarv --- In this part of the essay I have endermored to
deal with die question of uhat are the cualities or characteristics
uhich distinguish or define the internationally competent citizen;



I approached this question by first suggestinct that individuals
occupy six major hinds of roles in relation to the world system.
Then on the basis of a review of existing literature along uith
the conversations I have had with educators and social scientists
I attempted to snecify for each "role" uhat seemed to be judged
to the major qualities, characteristics, or car:acities that dis-
tinguish the internationally com2etent citizen from the less compet-
ent citizen. In this uay I endeavored to sketch out in cursory
form a model or ideal tyne of the internationally competent
citizen. Veedless to say, few if any human beings attain all the
virtues ;xescribed by the model but hopefully it serves to partially
portray the range of qualities Which we ought to seek to develo:')
uithin students in our schools and universities as well as uithin
ourselves.

III
A TYPOLOGY OF CURRICULUM OBJECTIVES

This essay began with the question: What contributions can
and should the sdhools make to the international education of
dhildren and young people? I have endeavored in the past several
ipages to sketch out one possnle ensuer to this cuestion. In
conclusion, I will try to summarize uhat has been argued in the
form of a typology setting forth what I perceive to be the major
kinds of contributions that the X-12 curriculum should seoh to
mahe to conteux)rary students' international understanding.

I. Thg X-11 curriculum shou1,2 develon students' knowledrte and
coonitive understanding of the vorld system. This implies:

A. The curriculum should develo.,, students' understanding
of the earth as a planet. This implies:

1. Developing some comprehension of the place
of the world system in cosmic space and time
This

a. Some understanding df the location of
the earth in the cosmic system.

b. Some understanding of the cosmological
end geological histories of the nlanet.

c. Some understandin%7 of the diZierences
me similarities between the earth i7.nd
other plcAnWcs (actual and imagined).

2. Develcving SOM3 understanding of the earth
as a sat of physicml systems that both
condition and are conditioned by living
systems and particularly "nan. This implies:

a. Some understanding oa? the plimet's contompornry

43
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geography and geolog,r mith special emphasis
u..7,on an understanding of the interactions
between the planet's physical character-
istics ane the evolution of life and
particularly man's bio-cultural develop-
ment.

3. The curriculum dhould develop students' understanding
of manllnd as a species of life. This implies:

,. 1. Developing a comparative understanding of man
as one of many living systems. This implies:

a. Some understanding of similarities and
differences betmeen living and non-living
systems.

b. Some understanding of similarities and
differences betmeen man end other living
systems.

2. Developing an understanding of basic human
commonalities. This implies:

a. Some understanding of man's comon biol-
ordeal needs.

b. Sono understr.nding of man's common .2sycho-
logical needs.

c. Some understanding of the functional
needs of human socities and their com:lonent
social and cultural systems.

d.1 Some understanding of similarities,
anologies, or parallels in the historical
enperience of different groups.

3. Developing an understanding of tlle sources of
differences in human actions end life styles.
This implies:

a. Some understandinrc of human behaviors as
being socially learned and culturally
conditioned.

4. Developing some understandings of basic human
behavior and social activities that are grounded
in the behavioral sciences. This implies:

a. 3,ome behdvioral science based understandintl
of particular human bohaviors.

b. Some understandinv of human beings as biol-
ogical systems, as persomlity systems, as
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actors in social systems, as "1:Toducts" of
cultural systems, and as particinants in
systems of natural ecology.

5. Developing some understandin7 of major struct-
ural characteristics of the human snecies. This
implies the develoyaent of same understanding of
the pheononia summarized by the 2o/owing hinds
of generalizations.

a. The human species is a racially diverse snecies.

b. The human
species.

c. The human
snecies.

species is a linguistically diverse

species is a culturally diverse

d. The human species is an institutionally
diverse species.

e. The human species is generally an econ-
omically denressed species but with vast
disparities in the wealth, education,
health, etc. enjoyed by its meabers.

1. The human species is a nolitically un-
centralized (or stateless) snecies.

rr. The human species is demogranhically
radly mcpane!ing species.

h. The human species is an increasingly
urbanized species.

i. The human species is an increasingly
violent species:

j. The human species is an increasingly
industrialized (mechanize0 snecies.

h. The human species is an increasingly
interdependent species.

G. Developing soma "species centered" or "globally
focused" understandin o2 major events, trends,
transformations, etc. in man's biological
evolution and socio-cultural development.

7. Developing some understanding of the 2rocess
and dynamics of socio-cultural change with-
in particular societies and within the human
species in general.

1,2.0
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C. The curriculum should develop students, understanding
of the international or glo7m1 social system as one
level of human social or,anization. This imDlies

1. Developing some understanding of the major entities
that comprise the contemporary international
system. This implies:

a. Some comparative understanding of the
modern world's some 130 nation-states.

Some functionally oriented understanding
of cross-national organizations both govern-
mental and non-governmental.

c. Some understnadin7 of the international
status of the nlanet's polar regions,
its oceans, and outer space.

2. Developing some historical understanding of
the"nation-state systa, as one of many his-
torical and imaginable forms of politically
organizing the human vlecies.

3. Developing SOM3 understanding of major social
processes within the international system.
this implies:

a. Some understanding of inter-nation
conflict and conflict resolution.

Some understanding of inter-nation var.

oOme understanding of inter-nation
colltoration and integration.

d. Some understanding of inter-nation
communications and transnortation.

e. Some understanding of inter-nation trade,
investmnnt, and foreign aid.

Some understanding of cultural diffusion.

g. Some understanding of the processes of
inter-nation influences or power.

4. Developing some understandina of major inter-
national social problems. This implies:

a. Some understanding of the nroblems of
controlling or managing inter-group,
particularly inter-nation, violence
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and of creatinr7 institutions for the
neaceul resolution of conflict.

b. Sawa under3tandin7 of the problem
of controllinc7 7)opulation growth.

c. Some understanding of the yxoblems of
"modernizing" developing societies.

d. Some understanding of the problems of
controlling the social and :-.'sycholor.fical
costs of rapid socio-cultural dhange,
particularly technological change,
urbanization, and the bureaucratiza-
tion of social organizations.

e. Some understandiir of the problems of
controllin(7 further det3rioration in
man's naturn1 environments.

4
U. &pm understmecr.in of the pro'Aert of

mcploiting the zesources of the world's
oceans =Id outer-s.:lac3 for the welfare
of manIdnd in seneral.

II. The Ve-12 currIoulddevolo._Lec:.acitrofstudeiiculu;s')rIts
to view tile .àrld systee
ithin it conce.:-Lua.....,,, compara ve anc g o a y.

This implies:

:L The curriculum Should develcr) within students a
perceptual or co7nitive callacitTr to see or to
thin!: of empirically concrete or historically
specific ..?henonena (ev3nts, institutions, actions,
etc.) ,Darticular instances or cases within a
larger class of nallrtically comparable phenomana.

3. Tho curriculum should develcr within students an
sLility to compere two or nora phenomena in a
conceptually sophisticated way. This implies:

1. An ability to nerceive of two or more
objects being compared in terms of both
similarities and differences.

2. An Ility to recognize thnt one's relative
xltion of similarities and differences
Inhuenced the size and nature of the

mple of c6jects 73eing com::.red.

Z. An ability to ithinh of differences au
matters of d9gree rai:11r than simply hind.



C. The curriculum should develcr within students
a capacity to think of or imagine the world as
a totality and to p-Irceive particular phenomena
wholisticallY or lAthin a gldbal frame of
reference. This implies:

1. Developing a comprehension of the inter-
relatedness of the human species gma species.

2. Developing a comrehension of the inter-
relatedness of man as a system of life and
the planet earth as a set of interrelated
nhysical systems.

3. Developing a comprehension of the uorld
system as one su73-system within the larger
cosmic system.

III. The IC-12 curriculum dhould develop the cwlacity of students
to make _logically valid and erTirically crrounded analytical
iudgments. This implies:

A The curriculum elould develo:, within students
a "realistic" attitude toward knowledge.
This imrliss:

1. Developing within students an understandiny
of knowledge as a set of man-created hno-
theses or images.

2. Developing within students the capacity to
conceptualize phenomena in alternative ways.

3. Develo.ling within students awareness of
the influence of cultural setting and
trocial situation on human knowledge, end
particularly their oun perception and
interpretation of the world.

D. The curriculum dhould develop uithin students
an understanding of and some skill in the pro-
cess of social scientific inquiry. This imnlies:

1. Developing within students someundarstanding
of the 71rocess of incluiry. This implies
develcoing students, understanding of:

a. The nature of analytical pro7,1ems or
questions in the social sciences.

h. The nature of and types of propositions
and hypotheses found in the social
sciences.
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c. The natore o:7 concepts and variables.

d. The loaic of measurement and the method-
ologies of data or information accuisition
in the social sciences.

e. The logic and rmthodology of sampling.

1. The logic of evidence in social inquiry.

g. The nature and uses of theory in social
inquiry.

2. Developing students' inquiry shills.
Included are:

a. An ability to distinguish statements
expressinc, descriptive beliefs, ex-
planatory beliefs, predictive beliefs,
and normative beliefs.

13. An ability to identify and formulate
in question form analytical problems
inherent in a set of data or in an
ar7ument about a given phenomena and
to critically appraise these formu-
lations.

c. An ability to identify alternative
beliefs nout a given phenomena and
to state these beliefs in the form of
explicit pro.;;,ositions or hypotheses.

d. An ability to recognize and to explicate
the logical implication of hynotheses.

e. An ability to identify the concepts that
must be defined and the variables tbat
must be "measured" in order to empiri-
cally test propositions or hypotheses.

f. An ability to conceptually define these
concepts and to think of or "invent" ways
in which variables might bo measured.

g An nility to critically examine con-
centual definitions and operational
measures.

E. An ability to identify the kind and form
of information or data that a test of
prollositions calls for; that is, the kind
and form of data implied by L,roposed
operational measures of varialaes.

49
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i. An ability to identify and to evaluate
'possible sources of data.

J. An ability to collect, or7anize and to
evaluate dfta in terms of their apparent
validity and reliability.

h. An abilitv to evaluate hypotheses or
pronositions in light of data and then
to accordingly reject them, accent
them, or modify them.

1. An ability to relate tun or more
propositions toaether to form
a "theory".

m. An ability to recognize or identify the
logical implications of a theory.

n. An ability to judge or evaluate the
merits of alternative theories.

IV. The K-12 curriculum should develop the ca.lacity of students
to make rational, analytical, explicit and humane normative
iudaments or evaluations.

A. The development of a capacity to make rational
evaluations implies:

1. The curriculum dhould seek to develo7) indivi-
duals uho are relatively free psydhologically
to bold attitudes independent of personality
needs and group norms.

3. The develonment of a capacity to mahe analytical
evaluations implies:

1. The curriculum dhould develop the caacity
or students to analyze normative disaaree-
ments in terms of semantic, perceptual, and
valuational sources of conflict.

C. The develo-Iment of a capacity to make explicit
evaluations implies:

1. The curriculum dhould develop the capacity
of students to explicitly articulate values
in terms 0:7 uhidh they believe given phenom-
ena dhould be judged.

2. The curriculum dhould develop the ability
of students to explicitly consider onera-
tional or behavioral meaning of values in
terms of uhich judgments are to be made.
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3. The curriculum should develop the canacity
of students to exrdicitiv consider the
inforretion that is needed to reach sound
judtments about whether a given object
does or does not possess the desired value
qualities.

D. The development of a capacity to make humane
evaluations implies:

1. The curriculum should develolp within
students modes of thinkin(7 that are
relatively free from the influence of
egocentric /perce2tions.

2. The curriculum should develon within
students modes of thinking that are relatively
free from the influence of ethnooenttic
perception.

8. The curriculum dhould develo:p within
students modes of thinking that are rela-
tively free from the influence of stereo-
typic perceptions.

4. The curriculum should develop within
students modes of thinking characterized
by moral or ethical complexity.

5. The curriculum dhould develop within
modes of thinking characterized by a
for empathetic understanding.

G. The curriculum dhould develop within
modes of thinking characterized by a
minded" value orientation.

CU

students
capacity

students
"world-

lum should develol, the ca ac t of students to
understand
.decisions.

and to critically analyze and tudrfe foraian /policy
This implies:

A. The curriculum dhould develop students' knowledge
about and concatual understanding of how foreign
policy decisions are made particularly within the
American system.

3. The curriculum sl-nuld develon students' ability
to analYze foreign decisions in terms of the rilajor
factors o/perating within the decisional process
and to mc:Le judgments about /particular decisions
(actual or proposed) in light of these factors.
This implies an ability to analyze and judge
decisions in terms of the following kinds of
r:uestions:

rz.1
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1. Will this decision really help attain
my country's goals?

2. Will this decision work out well, given
other nations' goals and possible actions?

3. Do we have the resources to carry out \

this action in wealth, war-nower, other\
nations' sunport, etc.?

4. Does this action lit the economic
situation of my nation and its allies?

5. Will the politicians and public sunnort
this action?

G. Will this action create important military
rieLs for us P.nd our allies?

7. Will this line of action seriously
endanger future inter-national coopera-
tion or the welfare of the human race?

C. Is this action realistic, given What
is known about the feelings, fears or
attitudes of other countries and
their leaders?

S. Is this action moral or immoral in
terms of any one of my country's dee*.lest
beliefs?

10. Given the situation as analyzed is this an
action Where benefits outweigh risks and
costs? Does it need to be done at this
time?

VI. The X.12 curriculum dhould develon students' canacitv to
intellicentiv and critically observe current history of
the world syqtem. This implies:

A. The curriculum dhould develor within students an
interest in currant affairs, that is, a motiva-
tion to seek out information about world affairs.

3. The curriculum Should develop within students the
vocabulary and conceptual understanding needed to
follow current events through the mass media, in
TV snecials, and in semi-scholarly magazines, etc.

C. The curriculum should develop within students an
understanding of the structure Find functioning of
the international communication system that links'
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citizens to ayents, developments, actions, etc.
uithin their international environment.

VII. The M-l2 curriculum dhould develon the canacitv of students
to constructively adapt to the"rethties of the human con-
dition". This implies.

A. The curriculum should develon students'
sensitivity to and emotional accentance of
diversity in human actions, narcemtions,
co7nitions, valuations, and social institutions.

B. The curriculum should develop students' acceptance
of and a set of socially resnonsi!,le attitudes
touard tedhnological and socio-cultural changes.

C. The curriculum should develop students' sensi-
tivity to and acceptance of the nolitical and
ethical implications of menkind's increasing
interdependence.

The curriculum should develop students' canacity
loyalties, to perceive
be responsible med3ers of
and cross-national groups.

el!perience multiple
a1& feel themselves to
sub national, national

E. The curriculum dhould develop students' capacity
to emotionally tolerate the tensions of continued
inter-group conflict and hostility.
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